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SESSION ONE
Thursday 7 November 2013, starting at 10.30am
ENGLISH GOLD COINS

1
*Henry VI, Annulet Issue (1422-c.1430), quarter-noble,
London, m.m. lis, 1.72g (N. 1420; S. 1810), very fine
£500-700

6
*George IV, sovereign, 1822 (S. 3800), very fine £400-500

7
*Victoria, sovereign, 1848, second young head, rev.,
crowned shield (Marsh 31; S. 3852C), good very fine
£300-400
2
*Edward IV, a Continental imitation of a Light Coinage
London ryal, i.m. crown, on large flan and of good style,
Group II, attributed to the Gorinchem mint, 7.58g (SCBI
Schneider 841; S. 1952), flan uneven, very fine £1,500-2,000

8
*Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds, virtually as struck
£1,200-1,500

3
*James I (1603-25), Second Coinage (1604-19), unite,
m.m. tun (1615-16), fifth bust, 10.10g (N. 2085; S. 2620; this
m.m. not represented in SCBI Schneider sylloge), obverse
marks, very fine with a clear portrait
£2,000-2,500
4
George III, half-guinea, 1776, fourth head (S. 3734), light
crease, good fine, date scarce; another 1794, fifth bust (S.
3734), traces of claw mounting, almost very fine (2)
£350-400

5
*George III, ‘spade’ guinea, 1793 (S. 3729), very fine or better but has been mounted
£250-300

9
*Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds, a few hairlines and
light surface scratch on reverse, otherwise good extremely
fine
£1,100-1,300

ENGLISH SILVER AND BRONZE COINS
10
Aethelred II (978-1016), pennies (3), of Crux (991-97),
Canterbury, Eadwold (N. 770; S. 1148), Long Cross (9971003), Winchester, Eadnoth (N. 774; S. 1151) and Last Small
Cross types (1009-17), Winchester, Godwine (N. 777; S. 1154);
with Cnut (1016-35), Short Cross penny (1029-35/36),
London, Edwerd (N. 790; S. 1159), all creased and with peckmarks, generally fine (4)
£250-300
11
Aethelred II, Helmet penny (1003-1009), Hastings, Lyofa,
LYEFEA MΩO ÆSTIC (N. 775; S. 1152), crimped and peckmarked,
good fine; together with a Helmet cut halfpenny, Totnes
mint, Beorhtferth …Ð M-O TOTA (N. 775; S. 1152), very fine (2)
£200-300

12
*Cnut (1016-35), Short Cross penny (1029-35/36), London,
Wynsige PYNSIGE ON LVND, 1.09g (SCBI Copenhagen 3053-62;
N. 790; S. 1159), good very fine
£200-300
13
Harold I - Short Cross, cut halfpennies (6), of: Harold I,
Jewel Cross, Norwich, +…..INE ON NOR; Edward the
Confessor, Expanding Cross, London, +GOD……..ND; Henry
I, Facing Bust/Cross Fleury, London, Sperling (SPE…..VN);
Henry II, Short Cross, Class 1b, York, Hugo; John, Class
Vb, York, Renaud; and Uncertain Short Cross, York, Henry
I probably strictly a fragment rather than a cut halfpenny,
mostly fine (6)
£150-200

16
*Henry I, Large Profile/Cross and Annulets penny (c.1113),
Southwark, Leofwine, LEFPINE:ON:SVÐP, 1.41g (N. 864; S. 1269;
cf. BMC 50), with official edge snick, lightly creased and with
slight weakness, good very fine with clear legends and a
strong portrait, very rare
£4,000-6,000
See also enlargement on inside back cover.

17
*Henry I, Quatrefoil on Cross Fleury penny (1125-c.1135),
London, Osbern, OSEBERN:ON:LVN (N. 871; S. 1276), creased,
edge chip and some weakness, fine
£120-150
18
Henry III (1216-72), short cross penny, class 8A, London,
NIC(OLE) ON LVN, 1.24g (S. 1357A); Edward I (1272-1307),
pennies (6), London (3), including class 6b, Durham (reads
EDWR), Newcastle and York (Archbishop’s mint); Edward II
(1307-27), pennies (2) Canterbury, Durham, crozier on
reverse; all identified, some scarce, the second cleaned, about
fine to nearly very fine (9)
£250-300
19
Edward III (1327-77), pre-Treaty period, groats (2), series
E, London, lis on breast, series E/D mule, York (N. 1163, 1153
(see note concerning mules); S. 1568, 1572/1571); pennies (2),
both London, first scratched across bust, third chipped, generally about fine (4)
£100-150

14
*William I (1066-87), Paxs penny, Dover, Edword,
(E)DPORD ON DOFRE, 1.31g (BMC 633; N. 850; S.1257), very
fine, scarce
£500-600

20
*Richard II (1377-99), groat, London, Type II, London,
m.m. cross pattée, 3.88g (N.1320; S. 1680), clipped and
waterworn, King’s name clear, about fine
£250-300
15
*Henry I (1100-35), Facing Bust/Quatrefoil with Piles
penny (c. 1111), mint and moneyer uncertain, 1.37g (N. 863; S.
1268), with official edge snick, creased and most of legends
flat, fine
£200-300

21
Henry VI, First Reign (1422-61), Annulet issue (142230), groats (2), half-groat, all Calais (N. 1424, 1429; S. 1836,
1840), one groat chipped, fair, others fine; Henry VII
(1485-1509), groat, Class IIa, London, without m.m. (N.
1704; S. 2196), an excavated piece with minor chip, otherwise very fine (4)
£140-180

22
*Henry VI, groat, a London Annulet / Calais Rosette-Mascle
issue mule, m.m. plain cross, 3.60g (N. 1423/1446; S.
1835/1859), flat above bust, very fine or better, dark toned
£140-160

28
*Edward IV, Light coinage, groat, Type VII, London, m.m.
crown (both sides), quatrefoil either side neck, 3.10 g (N.
1570; S. 2002), flan slightly irregular, very fine £150-200

23
*Henry VI, groat, Rosette Mascle issue (1430-31), groat,
Calais, m.m. plain cross, 3.84g (N. 1446; S. 1859), slight
crease, better than very fine
£120-150

29
*Edward IV, Light coinage, groat, Type VIII, London, m.m.
crown (both sides), quatrefoil on breast and either side of
neck, no trefoils over crown, 2.87 g (Blunt and Whitton
VIII3b; N. 1571; S. 2003), lightly clipped, outer legends weak
in places, very fine with a strong portrait
£180-220

24
Henry VI, groat, Pinecone Mascle issue (1431-32/3), Calais,
m.m. cross fleury (N. 1461; S. 1875); Henry III (1216-72),
Long Cross coinage, Class IIIb penny, York, moneyer Tomas
(S. 1363), generally very fine (2)
£140-160

25
*Henry VI, groat, Trefoil-Pellet issue (1443-5), London,
m.m. cross fleury, 3.83g (Stewartby VII/iv; N. 1501; S. 1913),
weak in legend at 3 o’clock, minor flaw above crown, otherwise good very fine
£400-500

26
*Edward IV, First Reign (1461-70), Heavy coinage (146164), groat, Type IV, London, m.m. rose (both sides), quatrefoil either side of neck, lis on breast and eye after TAS, 3.52g.
(N. 1532; S. 1974), good very fine and scarce
£350-400
27
Edward IV, Light coinage (1464-70), groat, Type VI,
London, m.m. sun, both sides, lis on breast, quatrefoil either
side of neck, 2.88 g, lightly clipped, good fine; together with
Heavy coinage, penny, Durham, m.m. cross, rose in centre of
reverse, E of EDWARD, REX and ANGLIE reversed (N. 1544; S.
1988A), creased, about fine; together with Henry VII
(1485-1509), halfpenny, Class IIIc, London, 0.30g (N. 1734;
S. 2245), fair; Edward VI (1547-53), Fine silver coinage
(1551-53), shilling, mm tun, with repaired piercing [of the
1696 recoinage], otherwise about very fine (4) £200-300

30
*Edward IV, Light coinage, groat, Type VI, Bristol, m.m.
crown, quatrefoil either side of neck, 3.00g (N. 1580; S.
2004), on small flan, otherwise very fine
£150-200

31
*Edward IV, Light coinage, groat, Type VII/VI, a London /
Coventry mule, m.m. crown/sun, obverse with quatrefoil
either side of neck, no letter on breast, rev., CIVITAS COV’ETRE,
2.61g (N. 1570/1581; S. 1570/2008), clipped, very fine or better, very rare
£600-800

32
*Edward IV, Light coinage, groat, Type VI, Norwich, m.m.
rose, N or breast, quatrefoil either side of neck, rev., NORVIC’
2.95g (N. 1582; S. 2011), legends weak, about very fine
£200-300

33
Edward IV, Light Coinage, groat, Type VII, York, m.m. lis, E
on breast, quatrefoil either side of neck, 2.38g (N. 1583; S.
2012), clipped, good fine
£80-100

39
*Henry VIII (1509-47), First coinage (1509-26), groat,
m.m. castle, 3.07g (N. 1762; S. 2316), slight weakness at edge,
very fine
£250-300
34
*Edward IV, Light Coinage, groat, Type VII, York, m.m. lis,
E on breast, quatrefoil either side of neck and pellet on right
shoulder, 2.67g (N. 1583; S. 2012), flan somewhat ragged,
about very fine
£150-180

35
*Richard III (1483-85), groat, Type 2b, London, m.m.
boar’s head 2, 3.13g (N. 1679; S. 2156), very fine, with a
strong portrait, scarce
£1,400-1,600

36
*Henry VII (1485-1509), groat, Class IIa, without m.m.,
saltire either side of neck, 2.74g (N. 1704; S. 2196), weakness
in legends, good very fine
£250-300

37
*Henry VII, groat, Class IIIc, mm cross crosslet, obverse
legend ends ANGLIE Z FR., 3.07g (N. 1705c; S.2199), minor
obverse fault, very fine and on a full round flan £200-250

38
*Henry VII, Profile coinage, regular issue, groat, m.m.
pheon, 3.05g (N. 1747; S. 2258), weakly struck in parts, good
fine to nearly very fine
£140-180

40
Henry VIII, groats (3), First coinage, m.m. portcullis (N.
1762; S. 2316), Second coinage (2), both m.m. lis (N. 1797; S.
2337), first and one Second coinage pierced, generally fine;
other groats (2), of Mary and Philip and Mary (N. 1960, 1973;
S. 2492, 2508); together with France, Henry III, eighthécu, 1580, fair (6)
£200-250

41
*Henry VIII, Second Coinage (1526-44), groat, m.m. rose,
Laker bust A3 with saltires in cross ends, 2.83g (N. 1797; S.
2337C), light scratches in obverse field, very fine £250-300

42
*Henry VIII, Third Coinage (1544-47), groat, Tower, m.m.
lis, annulets in cross ends, 2.47g (N.1844; S. 2369), some
weakness at edges, about very fine
£200-300

43
*Henry VIII, Third Coinage, groat, Southwark, without
m.m., 2.59g (N. 1945; S. 2371), flan slightly ragged and weak
in places, about very fine
£180-220

44
*Henry VIII, Third coinage, groat, Bristol, m.m. off flan,
2.44g (N. 1846; S. 2372), clipped and legends weak in part,
otherwise very fine
£200-300

45
*Edward VI (1547-1553), Third Period, Fine silver issue, crown, 1551, m.m. y, 30.52g (N. 1933; S. 2478), edge smoothed in
places (possibly following clip- or claw-mounting) and with a couple of surface marks, otherwise very fine or better and well
struck, with a bold equestrian portrait
£1,200-1,500

46
*Edward VI, Fine silver crown, 1552, m.m. tun, 30.76g (N. 1933; S. 2478), surface scuffs and scratches, very fine, also with
a strong portrait
£1,800-2,200

47
*Edward VI, Fine silver shilling, m.m. tun (N. 1937; S. 2482), light scratches in field, good very fine

£350-400

48
*Edward VI, Fine silver sixpence, m.m. y, London mint (N. 1938; S. 2483), weak at the King’s mouth, otherwise very fine
and scarce
£250-300
49
Edward VI, Fine silver shilling, m.m. tun, James I, Second Coinage, shilling, third bust, m.m. lis and Charles I, Tower
shilling, sixth bust, m.m. star (S. 2482, 2654, 2799), fair to fine (3)
£120-150

50
*Mary (1553-54), groat, m.m. pomegranate (N. 1960; S. 2492), slight weakness, better than very fine and toned
£400-500

51
*Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Second Issue (1560-61), groat, m.m. martlet (N. 1986; S. 2556), some striking flaws, generally
very fine, toned
£200-300
52
Elizabeth I, sixpences (5), 1567, 1568, 1569, 1570, all m.m. coronet, 1575 m.m. eglantine, first and last about very fine, others almost fine or slightly better (5)
£300-400
53
Elizabeth I, sixpences (5), 1567, 1569, both with m.m. coronet, 1584, m.m. A, 1590, m.m. hand, 1592, m.m. tun, fine or better; shilling, m.m. tun; threepences (2), 1567, m.m. coronet, 1575, m.m. eglantine, threehalfpence, 1562, m.m. pheon, first
almost fine, others fine or slightly better (9)
£400-600

54
*Elizabeth I, Sixth Issue, crown, m.m. 2 (1602), 29.86g (N. 2012; S. 2582A), minor marks, very fine and with a clear portrait, rare
£7,000-10,000
See also front cover illustration.

55
*Elizabeth I, Milled Coinage, sixpence, 1562, m.m. star, large broad bust with elaborately decorated dress (N. 2027; S. 2596),
lightly creased, about very fine
£220-250

56
*Elizabeth I, Milled Coinage, sixpence, 1562, m.m. star, similar to the last (N. 2027; S. 2596), good fine

£150-200

57
*Elizabeth I, Milled Coinage, sixpence, 1562, m.m. star, similar to the last (N. 2027; S. 2596), obverse scratch and two creases, otherwise almost very fine
£150-180
58
Elizabeth I, Milled Coinage, sixpence, 1562, m.m. star, decorated dress (N. 2026; S. 2595); Charles I (1625-49), sixpence,
group B, type 1a1, m.m. anchor (S. 2807), fine; George IV, halfcrown, 1820 (S. 3807); Edward VII, shilling, 1905, and
bronze penny, 1902, low tide (S. 3982, 3990A), the halfcrown with minor damage on obverse, very fine, the 1902 penny with
uneven tone, about extremely fine, others fine, the shilling scarce (5)
£200-300

59
*James I (1603-1625), First Coinage (1603-04), crown, m.m. thistle, 29.89g (FRC dies II/III; N. 2070; S. 2643), old surface scratches in fields behind horse and beside shield, otherwise very fine or rather better
£2,500-3,000

60
*James I, Third Coinage (1619-25), halfcrown, m.m. trefoil (1624), with plain ground line, without plumes (N. 2122; S. 2666),
small flan fault, fine
£300-400

61
*James I, Third Coinage, halfcrown, m.m. trefoil, plain groundline, rev., with plume over shield, 14.71g (N. 2123; S. 2667),
fine and rare
£300-350

62
*Charles I (1625-1649), Tower mint, crown, group II, m.m.
feathers, rev., oval shield, plume dividing C R above, 29.96g
(SCBI Brooker 242; N. 2192; S. 2756), very fine
£1,200-1,500

66
*Charles I, Tower mint, halfcrown, group V, type 5, fifth
horseman, m.m. sceptre (SCBI Brooker 378; N. 2213; S.
2780), very fine or better
£150-200
67
Charles I, Tower mint, shillings (2), group B, m.m. cross calvary (N. 2218; S.2782), group H, m.m. sceptre (N. 2234; S.
2802), first fine, other weak and on irregular flan, otherwise
very fine (2)
£150-200

63
*Charles I, Tower mint, halfcrown, group III, type 3a1, third
horseman, m.m. triangle (SCBI Brooker 349; N. 2211; S.
2773), very fine or better
£150-200
64
Charles I, Tower mint, halfcrown, group III, type 3a3, third
horseman, m.m. sun (N. 2213; S. 2778), edge cracks, good
very fine; another, m.m. eye (N. 2213; S. 2778), very fine (2)
£250-300

68
*Charles I, Tower mint, Briot’s First Milled Issue (1631-32),
crown, m.m. flower (2) and B on obverse, B on reverse, 29.97g
(SCBI Brooker 714; N. 2298; S. 2852), minor rim flaw, good
very fine
£1,400-1,800

65
Charles I, Tower mint, halfcrown, group III, type 3a3, third
horseman, m.m. sun, as the previous lot (N. 2213; S. 2778),
flan flaws, good very fine; and Scotland, Charles I, First
coinage, 30-shillings (S. 5541), fine (2)
£250-300

69
*Charles I, York mint, halfcrown, type 6, m.m. lion, rev.,
oval garnished shield (SCBI Brooker 1084; N 2314; S. 2868),
fine
£250-300

70
*Charles I, Oxford mint, half-pound, 1642, m.m. plume with bands, rev., Oxford die, 59.33g (N. 2404; S. 2495; SCBI Brooker
867-68), flan crack and several faults, otherwise very fine
£1,500-2,000

71
*Charles I, Oxford mint, halfcrown, 1643, horseman, plume
with bands behind, legend ends HIB: REX, 14.51g (SCBI
Brooker 884; N.2413; S. 2594), very fine
£400-600

72
*Charles I, Oxford mint, halfcrown, 1644 OX, grass beneath
horse, rev., lozenge between date and OX, 14.70g (N. 2418; S.
2958A; SCBI Brooker 908/909), weak in places, good fine
£350-400

75
*Charles I, Newark Besieged, shilling, 1645, normal arched
crown dividing C-R over XII, rev., OBS/NEWARK/1645, 35.7mm x
30.4mm (N. 2640; S. 3143), obverse fault, better than fine
£600-800

76
*Charles I, Newark Besieged, ninepence, 1645, tall crown
dividing C-R over IX, rev., OBS/NEWARKE/1645, 36.2 x 21.1mm
(N. 2641; S. 3145), pierced and weak in places, good fine
£400-600

73
*Charles I, Oxford mint, shilling, 1644 OX, large bust, rev.,
large date in script, 5.79g (N. 2444; S. 2975A; SCBI Brooker
936), on irregular flan, creased, about fine
£150-200
77
*Charles I, Newark Besieged, sixpence, 1646, crown dividing C-R over VI, rev., OBS/NEWARK/1646, 31.8 x 27.7mm (N.
2642; S. 3146), pierced at value, very fine
£600-800

74
*Charles I, Oxford mint, threepence, 1644, Rawlins bust,
rev., lis over Declaration, 1.06g (N. 2472; S. 2994; SCBI
Brooker 961-62), about very fine
£150-200

78
*The Commonwealth, crown, 1656, m.m. sun, second 6 of date over small 6 over 4, 30.26g (E.S.C. 9A; N. 2719; S. 3214),
extremely fine and well struck, lightly toned
£3,000-4,000

79
*Oliver Cromwell, crown, 1658/7, by Thomas Simon, edge lettered, the usual die flaw in late stage extending to O of PRO
(E.S.C. 10; S. 3226), very fine, reverse better
£3,000-4,000

80
*Oliver Cromwell, crown, 1658/7, by Simon, similar, die flaw also in late stage (E.S.C. 10; S. 3226), very fine and well toned
£2,800-3,200

81
*Charles II, crown, 1662, first bust, rose below, lettered edge undated, 180° die axis (E.S.C. 15; S. 3350), good very fine to
extremely fine, sharply struck and attractive
£3,000-4,000

82
*Charles II, shilling, 1663, first bust right (E.S.C. 1022; S. 3371), about very fine

£250-300

83
*Charles II, shilling, 1663, first bust (variety) right, unevenly spaced legend reads GR ATIA (E.S.C. 1025; S. 3372), good very
fine
£400-600

84
*Charles II, crown, 1671, second bust, edge reads VICESIMO
TERTIO (E.S.C. 42; S. 3357), good fine to very fine £300-400

85
*Charles II, halfcrown, 1673, fourth bust, VICESIMO QVINTO
(E.S.C. 473; S. 3367), with a complex die flaw on obverse,
about very fine
£200-300

86
*Charles II, crown, 1679, third bust, edge reads TRICESIMO
PRIMO (E.S.C. 56; S. 3358), on a slightly uneven flan and with
adjustment marks on reverse, good very fine £800-1,200

87
*Charles II, crown, 1679, fourth bust, edge reads TRICESIMO
PRIMO (E.S.C. 57; S. 3359), very fine to good very fine
£700-1,000
88
Charles II - George II, crowns (3) 1662, 1695 (2),
halfcrowns (2), 1708 E, 1745 LIMA and shillings (3), 1685,
1692, 1703 VIGO, fair to fine (8)
£300-350

89
*James II, crown, 1687, second bust, edge reads TERTIO
(E.S.C. 78; S. 3407), slight, typical weakness of striking
above the King’s brow and lightly haymarked, good very
fine to extremely fine
£1,500-2,000

90
*James II, crown, 1688, second bust, edge reads QVARTO
(E.S.C. 81; S. 3407), considerable surface scuffs, otherwise
very fine
£300-400

91
*William and Mary, crown, 1691, conjoined busts, edge
reads TERTIO (E.S.C. 82; S. 3433), very fine to good very fine
£1,500-2,000

92
*William and Mary, crown, 1692, 2 of date over inverted 2,
edge reads QVINTO (E.S.C. 85; S. 3433), a few minor scuffs
and striking flaws but showing only light wear, good very
fine
£1,800-2,200
93
William III, crown, 1695 SEPTIMO, about fine, reverse better; and Charles II, crown, 1671, third bust, VICESIMO TERTIO,
tooled on upper leaves of wreath, very good (2) £150-200

100
*Anne, shilling, 1707, Post-Union type, third bust, plain in
angles (E.S.C. 1141; S. 3610), about extremely fine £300-400
94
*William III, crown, 1695, first bust, edge reads OCTAVO
(E.S.C. 87; S. 3470), good extremely fine, light greyish-pink
tone overlaid with steel-blue highlights around lettering
£1,400-1,800
95
William III, sixpences (2), 1696, 1696 C (Chester mint), both
first bust, early harp type (E.S.C. 1533, 1536; S. 3520, 3522),
very fine to good very fine, the second toned (2) £100-120
96
William III, shilling, 1697 (S. 3497), toned, hairline
scratches, good very fine; together with other silver coins of
William III (4), fair to nearly very fine (5)
£200-300

97
*William III, crown, 1700, third bust (variety), rev., third
harp, edge reads DVODECIMO (E.S.C. 97; S. 3474), rim bruise
and one or two surface marks, very fine
£300-400

101
*George I, halfcrown, 1717 roses and plumes, lettered edge
£300-400
reads TIRTIO (E.S.C. 589; S. 3642), good fine

102
*George I, crown, 1718/6, rev., roses and plumes, edge reads
QUINTO (E.S.C. 111A; S. 3639), very fine to good very fine
£1,000-1,500
103
George I, shilling, 1720, plain in angles (E.S.C. 1168; S.
3646), scraped in obverse field and with a test-mark on
edge, otherwise good very fine; and George II, old head,
shilling, 1758 (E.S.C. 1213; S. 3704), extremely fine (2)
£150-200

98
*William III, shilling, 1700, fifth bust, normal date and with
normal stops on both sides (E.S.C. 1121; S. 3516), very fine or
better
£100-150

104
*George II, halfcrown, 1736, young head, rev., roses and
plumes in angles (S. 3692), about very fine
£250-300

99
*Anne, crown, 1707, Before Union type, rev., roses and
plumes in angles, edge reads SEXTO (E.S.C. 102; S. 3578), good
very fine
£800-1,200

105
*George II, crown, 1739, rev., roses in angles, edge reads
DVODECIMO (E.S.C. 122; S. 3687), about very fine £400-500

106
*George II, crown, 1741, rev., roses, edge reads DECIMO QVARTO (E.S.C. 123; S. 3687), good very fine, toned
£800-1,200

107
*George II, crown, old head, 1746 LIMA, edge reads DECIMO
NONO (E.S.C. 125; S. 3689), good very fine to extremely fine,
grey-blue toning
£800-1,200

109
*George III, Emergency Issue, a Mexico City 8-reales, 1795
F.M., with oval countermark of King’s head (E.S.C. 129; S.
3765A), extremely fine, coin and well-punched countermark
virtually as struck, with colourful pale green and red toning
£600-800

110
*George III, Emergency issue, half-dollar, a Spanish 4reales, Madrid mint, 1784 J.D., with oval countermark of
King’s head (E.S.C. 611; S. 3767), good fine, countermark
very fine
£200-250

111
*George III, Emergency issue, half-dollar, a Potosí mint 4reales, 1778 P.R., with oval countermark of King’s head (S.
3767), coin fine, countermark very fine, scarce
£400-500

108
*George III, shilling, 1787, without hearts in shield, no stop
above head (E.S.C. 1218; S. 3744), about extremely fine,
toned
£80-100
112
*George III, Emergency issue, half-dollar, a Mexico Ciy 4reales, 1780 F.F., with oval countermark of King’s head (cf S.
3767), coin fine to good fine with a couple of edge marks,
heavily-struck countermark good very fine, the ‘host’/ countermark combination rare
£600-700

113
*George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804, top leaf of
wreath to upright of E (E.S.C. 144; S. 3768), better than very
fine
£250-300

118
*George III, crown, 1819 LIX (E.S.C. 215; S. 3787), two or
three minor surface marks and with light traces of handling,
about extremely fine with pleasant, even tone
£400-600

114
*George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804, top leaf of
wreath to centre of E, no stop after REX (E.S.C. 164; S. 3768),
minor marks and a couple of small die flaws on obverse,
about extremely fine
£400-600

119
*George IV, crown, 1821 SECUNDO (E.S.C. 246; S. 3805),
minor graze on the King’s neck and with slight handling
marks, extremely fine, lightly blue-toned
£600-800

115
*George III, New Coinage, shilling, 1817 (E.S.C. 1232A; S.
3790), virtually as struck
£80-100

116
*George III, halfcrown, 1817, large head (S. 3788), attractive tone, good extremely fine
£200-300

120
*George IV, shilling, 1821, laureate head, rev., garnished
shield (E.S.C. 1247; S. 3810), extremely fine, toned £150-200

121
*George IV, shillings (3), 1821 first type, 1824 second type,
1825 third (bare head) type (E.S.C. 1247, 1251, 1254; S. 3810,
3811, 3812), a few rim bruises and bagmarks, about
extremely fine and toned (3)
£300-400

117
George III, halfcrowns (2), 1817, large head, 1818, small
head, shilling, 1819 and sixpence, 1816 (S. 3788, 3789, 3790,
3791), good very fine and better; together with miscellaneous
silver coins of George III (13), these generally fair to fine, a
few better (17)
£400-500
122
*George IV, shilling, 1823, rev., shield within Garter (E.S.C.
1249; S. 3811), good extremely fine and deeply toned, scarce
£300-400

123
*George IV, shilling, 1824 (E.S.C. 1251; S. 3811), good
extremely fine, toned
£300-400
129
*Victoria, crown, 1844, young head, edge reads VIII, star
stops (E.S.C. 280; S. 3882), some bagmarks on obverse
including a scuff on the Queen’s cheek, otherwise extremely
fine or better
£1,000-1,500

124
*George IV, shilling, 1825, laureate head, rev., shield within
Garter (E.S.C. 1253; S. 3811), extremely fine, toned £150-200

125
*George IV, shilling, 1825, bare head, rev., lion on crown
(E.S.C. 1254; S. 3812), extremely fine, lightly toned
£200-300
126
George IV, shillings (2), 1826, 1827 (E.S.C. 1257, 1259;
S.3812), 1826 about extremely fine but surface rather dull,
1827 very fine to good very fine and scarce (2) £150-200

130
*Victoria, ‘Gothic’ crown, 1847, edge reads UNDECIMO (E.S.C.
288; S. 3883), a few marks, generally good very fine
£1,000-1,500

131
*Victoria, sixpence, 1852, young head (S.3908), dark
colourful tone, nearly mint state
£200-300

127
*George IV, shilling, 1829 (E.S.C. 1260; S. 3812), good
extremely fine, toned
£250-350
132
*Victoria, pattern bronze penny, 1862, by T.J. Minton after
W. Theed, reverse by L.C. Wyon, draped young bust left with
coronet, unsigned, hair drawn back into tall, unplaited bun,
rev., as the currency issue, Britannia right, bell-topped lighthouse on left, no rock on left, ship to right; toothed border
within linear circle and raised rim on both sides, 9.36g
(B.M.C. 2059), some residual lustre, weakly struck, extremely fine or better, extremely rare
£2,000-3,000
128
*William IV, halfcrown, 1834, WW in script (E.S.C. 662; S.
3834), obverse scuffed, good very fine to extremely fine
£150-200

Provenance: Purchased from B.A. Seaby Ltd, April 1966.

133
Victoria, sixpence, 1863, young head (S.3908), good very
fine and threehalfpence, 1843 (S. 3915), dark, colourful if
uneven tone, good extremely fine (2)
£150-200

134
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, crown, good extremely fine, toned
and gold half-sovereign, 1887, normal J.E.B., rev., high shield
(S. 3869), virtually mint state (2)
£200-300

140
George V, halfcrowns, various dates 1912-1919 (43) and
1920-36 (39), including 1925 (1) and 1930 (3), in above average condition, generally fine to very fine, some better (82)
£250-350

135
Victoria, Jubilee 1887, crown, double-florin, halfcrown,
extremely fine or better; other silver issues (9), George III-V,
comprising crowns (5), 1819, 1820, 1821, 1897 LX, 1935, three
shilling bank token, 1812, first type, halfcrowns (2), 1817,
1836, florin, 1849, 1820, 1821 crowns and 1817 halfcrown
fair, others fine or better (12)
£300-350

136
*Victoria, proof shilling, 1889, large Jubilee head (E.S.C.
1356; S. 3927), colourful tone, a few very minor hairline
scratches, nearly mint state, rare
£1,200-1,500

137
*Victoria, old head, crown, 1895 LIX (E.S.C. 296; S. 3937) , a
few bagmarks, good extremely fine
£250-350

141
*George V, New Coinage, 1927, proof set of 6 silver coins,
comprising ‘wreath’ crown, halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpence and threepence (S. PS14), virtually as struck, lightly
toned (6)
£400-500

142
*George V, ‘wreath’ crown, 1929 (S. 4036), a little scuffed on
obverse, about extremely fine
£300-400
138
*Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, crown, currency type (S.
3978), bagmarked, otherwise virtually as struck £150-200

139
*Edward VII, bronze penny, 1902, low tide variety (B.M.C.
2205; F. 156; S. 3990A), some lustre, good extremely fine
£120-150

143
*George V, ‘wreath’ crown, 1936 (S. 4036), dull surfaces,
good very fine to extremely fine, scarce (2473 struck)
£400-600

144
George V - Elizabeth II, crowns (14), 1935 (3), 1937 (3),
1951 (2), 1953, 1953 proof, 1953 South Africa issue, 1953
Southern Rhodesia issue, 1960 polished dies, 1964 Bermuda
proof, all extremely fine or better but some dampstained;
Elizabeth II, Coronation, 1953, proof set of 10 coins, comprising crown to farthing, virtually mint state; with miscellaneous coins in silver (17), including florin, 1866 and shilling,
1900, and in base metal (10), some fine (51)
£150-200
145
Miscellaneous English silver and other coins (195),
comprising crowns (8), 1672, 1820, 1821, 1845, 1895, 1902,
1935, 1937, double-florin, 1887 Arabic 1, halfcrowns (11),
1819-1901, florins (75), different dates 1849-1960 including
legible 1862, 1892 and 1905, shillings (31) of Victoria (28) and
earlier (3), sixpences (27) and groats etc. (11), all well-circulated, poor to fine; with bronze pennies (13), various dates
1900-14, these about extremely fine, with some lustre and
Elizabeth II, proof set of 10 coins, 1953 and ‘uncirculated’
set of 8 coins, 1983, mint state, cased as issued (195)
£800-900
146
Farthings of George IV (3), William IV (17), Victoria in copper (28) and bronze (139), Edward VII (7), George V (33),
George VI (43) and Elizabeth II (14), mixed grades fine to
mint state, some with lustre (284)
£250-300
147
Miscellaneous tokens, weights, jetons, counters, etc.,
including a Victorian penny hollowed out as a box, generally
fair to fine, some better (61)
£150-200
148
Miscellaneous engraved or countermarked coins, tokens,
and medals, mostly private countermarks, in silver (1) and
copper (17), poor to very fine (18)
£100-200

SCOTLAND

IRELAND
150
Ireland, Edward IV (1461-63), Heavy ‘Cross and Pellets’
coinage (c.1470-73), penny, Dublin, no marks by bust (S.
6323); Light ‘Cross and Pellets’ coinage (c. 1473-78), pennies
(3), all Dublin, quatrefoil at centre of reverse (2), pellets by
neck (S. 6361 (2), 6364), clipped as usual, generally fine, last
somewhat better (4)
£200-300

151
*Ireland, Henry VIII, Fourth Harp Issue (1544), sixpenny
groat in 8 oz. fine silver, m.m. lis, 2.23g (S. 6482), striking of
indifferent quality, about very fine
£60-80

152
*Ireland, James II, Gunmoney crown, 1690, legend starts
on left, date of undertype clearly visible (S. 6578), good very
fine for issue
£150-250
153
Ireland, James II, Gunmoney crowns (2), 1690, legend
starts on left (S. 6578), good fine and very fine (2)
£200-300
154
Ireland, James II, Gunmoney halfcrowns (4), small size,
May 1690 (3), August 1690 (S. 6580B, 6580G), fine to very
fine (4)
£200-250

149
*Scotland, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire, copper bracteate
token, 1786, KILM.K, CULM, 1.24g (D&W 290/101), mostly original colour, almost as struck; together with James III
(1460-88), copper penny, Bishop Kennedy of St. Andrews
(S. 5307), edge crack, fine; Charles I (1625-49), forty
pence (3) (S.5578, 5579 (2)), fair to nearly fine (5)
£200-300

155
Ireland, James II, Gunmoney shillings (3), large size,
March 1690 (2), April (S. 6581P, 6581Q), fine to nearly very
fine (3)
£140-180

156
*Ireland, Sligo, engraved love token, SAML, PAYNE 4TH; HORSE
SLIGO Decr 1780 in five lines, rev., thistle (?) and two flowers,
on a halfpenny of George II, very fine and interesting
£150-200

FOREIGN GOLD COINS

161
*India, Moghul Empire, Akbar, an amulet, in imitation
of a square mohur, 11.21g, very fine
£350-400

157
*Bhutan, proof set of three platinum coins 1979, comprising
5, 2 and 1 sertum (KM. PS8), in Royal Mint case and capsules
of issue, mint state (3)
£2,200-2,500
162
*Italy, Papal States, Pius IX, 2½-scudi, 1856, Rome (Gig.
18; Pag. 360), slight edge filing at 8 o’clock, extremely fine
£150-200

158
*India, Sultans of Delhi, Firuz Shah Tugluq (752-90h
/ AD1351-88), tanka, 785h, citing the name of the caliph
Abu ‘Abdallah al-Mutawakkil I, 10.85g (GG D. 464), very fine
£350-400

163
*Oman, Opening of Al-Bustan Palace, 1406h (1985), gold
medal by Spink, 33.31g, 14k fine, in case of issue, toned, otherwise virtually as struck
£350-400
159
*India, Sultans of Malwa, Ghiyath Shah (873-906h
/AD1469-1500), square tanka, 880h, 10.92g (GG M66),
very fine
£350-400

160
*India, Moghul Empire, Akbar (963-1014h / AD15561605) mohur, 983h, 10.89g, ex-mount, good fine £300-350

164
Portugal, D. Maria I & D. Pedro III, peça (6,400-réis),
1781, Lisbon; together with Greece, Otho, 20-drachmai,
1833, and Great Britain, George III, half-sovereign, 1817,
all from jewellery – the peça pierced at top, very fine, the 20drachmai within a brooch mount, possibly a jeweller’s copy,
heavily sweated, about fine, the half-sovereign fair (3)
£700-800

g165
*Switzerland, 10-francs, 1911 (DT 294; HMZ 2-1196),
extremely fine, scarce date
£150-200

FOREIGN SILVER AND COPPER COINS
Silver except where stated
171
British Guiana, George III, quarter-guilder, 1816 (Pr. 21);
William IV, half-guilder, 1835; quarter-guilder (4), 1835
(2), 1836 (2); 1/8-guilder, 1832 (Pr. 18, 24, 25, 26); Victoria,
fourpence (2), 1891, 1901 (Pr. 32, 35), 1891 toned, nearly mint
state, 1901 very fine, others fair to fine; together with East
Africa, 50-cents, 1912, Mauritius, 10-cents, 1886, Straits
Settlements, 5-cents, 1902, and ‘Anchor money’, quarter-dollar, 1822, fine to very fine (13)
£150-250

166
*Afghanistan, Abdul Rahman (1880-1901), copper
100-dinars, 1311h / AD1893, Kabul (KM. 809), some edge
bruises, very fine and well struck for the issue, rare
£600-800
167
Austria, Rudolf II (1576-1612), copper raitpfennig, 1606,
Vienna (MzA p. 92; Neum. 1010), much original colour,
extremely fine; France, Mines d’Aniche, copper 30-sols,
1820 (Maz. 779), fair, and nickel pattern 4-centimes, 1889
(Maz. 2318), some lustre, a few minor carbon spots, good
extremely fine; together with miscellaneous world minors in
silver (1) and copper (10), mostly 19th century but some earlier, several with lustre, mainly extremely fine (14) £350-450

172
British Honduras, Victoria, 10-cents, 1894, 5-cents, 1894
(2), and copper cent, 1885 (Pr. 21, 30, 48), the cent with some
lustre and a few carbon spots, extremely fine or better, one
5-cents extremely fine, others very fine to good very fine;
Edward VII, copper cent, 1904 (Pr. 52), lustrous, reverse a
little dull, nearly mint state (5)
£250-350
173
Canada, Victoria, 5-cents, 1858 (KM. 3), light tone,
extremely fine / good extremely fine; bronze cent, 1896 (KM.
7), verdigris spot on edge, otherwise extremely fine;
Edward VII, 25-cents, 1907 (KM. 11), nearly very fine; 5cents, 1907 (6) (KM. 13), three with attractive tones, virtually as struck, others nearly very fine to extremely fine; New
Brunswick, Victoria, 5-cents, 1862 (KM. 7), nearly very
fine (10)
£300-400

168
Austria, Archduke Leopold (1619-32), talers (2), 1624,
Ensisheim, 1632, Hall (Dav. 3346, 3338), very fine or better;
Denmark, speciedaler, 1779, Kongsberg (Dav. 1308), has
been brooch-mounted on obverse, about very fine; together
with a sestertius of Hadrian, fair, and far eastern copies of
crown-sized coins (3) (7)
£150-200
174
*China, Shanxi, sycee, 1-tael (c. 1 oz), probably late 19thearly 20th centuries, single stamp, straight sided, 34.61g
(Cribb Type XXV.A), dark tone, very fine, clear stamp
£100-200

169
*Bolivia, Carlos II (1665-1700), 8-reales, 1686, Potosí,
assayer VR (Cal. 369; Cay. 7617), water-worn and with flan
crack, fine with two clear dates
£150-200
170
Bolivia, silver proclamation medals (17), comprising Potosí,
8-reales, 1808 (Fon 9391), sueldo, 1826 (Fon. 9470), sueldo,
1841 (Fon.-), sueldo, 1842 (Fon. -), sueldo, 1849 (Fon. 9549),
sueldo, 1850 (Fon. 9555), sueldo, 1851 (Fon. 9557), sueldo,
1852 (Fon. 9572), sueldo, 1853 (Fon. 9582), sueldo, 1854
(Fon. 9592), 2 sueldos, 1855 (2) (Fon. 9608, 9609), sueldo,
1868 (Fon.-); Sucre, sueldo, undated (Fon. 9739); La Paz,
sueldo, 1853 (Fon. 9756), sueldo, 1854 (Fon. 9764), sueldo,
1857 (Fon. 9776); Peru, Ancachs, 4-reales, 1839 (Fon. 9168),
all pierced, many fine (18)
£100-150

175
*China, Shanxi, sycee, 1-tael (c. 1 oz), probably late 19thearly 20th centuries, single stamp, straight sided, 33.77g
(Cribb Type XXV.A), dark tone, very fine, clear stamp
£100-200
176
China, Shanxi, sycee, 1-tael (c. 1 oz), (2), probably late 19thearly 20th centuries, single stamp, straight-sided, 34.11g,
34.28g (Cribb Type XXV.A), dark tone, very fine, stamps less
distinct (2)
£200-300

177
*China, Shanghai, Ilbert & Co., copper coinage trial for a
10-cash, undated (1904), GREENWOOD & BATLEY LIMITED around,
ALBION WORKS LEEDS around monogram in centre, rev., ILBERT &
CO. SHANGHAI around dragon, very fine
£400-600

178
*Denmark, contemporary imitation of an Arm and Sceptre
penny of Magnus the Good (1042-47), blundered legends (cf.
Hauberg VI, 3), creased, almost very fine
£200-300

182
*France, Napoleon III, Erection of Monument to the
Emperor at the Lille Bourse, medal of 10 centimes module, in
silver (VG 3404), extremely fine and toned
£150-200

183
*France, Défense Nationale (1870-1), essai 10-centimes,
1870 A, balloon with two flags, GT. DE LA DÉFENSE NATIONALE,
rev., RÉPUBLIQUE FRANÇAISE over value in wreath, date and
mintmark below; without E (VG 3780), some lustre, extremely fine or better
£200-250

179
*France, Louis XIV (1643-1715), half-écu, 1704, réformation issue – possibly overstruck twice, and on alternate sides
– apparently initially a half-écu aux insignes, 1701 or 1702 &
(Aix) (Gad. 189), and later as a half-écu aux huit L’s, 1704 M
(Toulouse), 12.42g (Gad. 194, where stated that this issue was
not restruck over previous réformation issues), details
unclear due to repeated over-striking, about fine and interesting
£250-350

180
*France, Mayence, siege of 1793, copper 2-kreuzers,
undated, fasces dividing R-F in plain field, rev., plain; undertype visible on both sides - BZ over the wheel of Mayence, II Kr
below, 5.34g (cf VG 402; cf Mailliet suppl. p.177, 5 (‘piece
d’essai’) & pl. 56, 6), minor edge bruise, very fine, very rare;
Tournai, siege of 1709, copper 2-sols, 1709, uniface (Mailliet
p. 445 & pl. 112/22), fair (2)
£300-400
181
France, Henri V, medallic 5 francs, 1830, in white metal
(Gad. 649), a few light marks, better than extremely fine;
together with 5 francs (3), 1811, 1869, 1870, generally fine;
Fifth Republic, 5 francs (31), 1965-69, generally mint state;
together with miscellaneous French, mostly base metal coins,
tokens and jetons, mainly 19th century or later (about 160),
mixed grades (lot)
£300-350

184
*Germany, Augsburg (city), box taler, 1641, pinecone, its
ornamented base dividing date, city view in background, rev.,
laureate bust right of Ferdinand III, his titles around (Dav.
5039; Forster 286); within, a miniature portrait in oils of a
gentleman inside the reverse, and a lightly stippled scene
inside the obverse of an allegorical scene of a male figure in
the uniform of a Roman soldier (?), leaving a canopied bed
where a lady reclines, a classical arch in the background, the
coin toned, somewhat rubbed, light deposit, good very fine,
the portrait lacquered otherwise fine, interesting £300-400

185
*Germany, Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Heinrich Julius
(1589-1613), wasp thaler, (15)99, Osterrode mint (Dav.
9092; Welter 630), good fine
£180-220

191
*Germany, Münster, Franz Arnold von Wolff
Metternich (1706-18), taler, 1715, bust right, rev., arms
(Dav. 2467), minor flan faults, better than very fine and very
rare
£1,000-1,500

186
Germany, Cologne, denars (5), Otto II and III (1000-1040)
(Dannenberg 342), Henry II (1002-24) (cf. Dannenberg 353),
Anno II (1056-75) with Henry III (March-October 1056) (cf.
Dannenberg 391), Hermann III (1089-99) (2) (Dannenberg
413), all creased, mostly fine, third rare (5)
£300-400

192
*Germany, S.M.S. Emden, brass canteen token, 50-pfennig, about very fine
£120-150
187
*Germany, Dortmund, denar, 11th century, THROTMANNE,
bearded facing bust, sceptre to left, star to right, rev.,
+VVDOV[ICVS I]MP, cross with pellet in angles, 1.39g
(Dannenberg 766 var.), creased, reverse off-centre, about
very fine
£200-300

188
*Germany, Duisburg, Henry IV (1056-1106), denar,
bust right, rev., DI-VS-BV-RG in four circles, 1.60g (Dannenberg
321), creased, weak in parts very fine
£400-500

189
*Germany, Goslar, Henry IV (1056-1106), denar, facing
bust, rev., heads of St. Simon and St. Jude, 0.96g
(Dannenberg 676), weak in places and slightly off-centre,
very fine
£150-200
190
Germany, Mainz, Henry III (1039-56), denar, facing
bust, rev., church, 1.54g (Dannenberg 793); Regensburg,
Henry V (1004-09 and 1017-26), denar, facing bust, rev.,
church, 0.92g (Dannenberg 1099), both creased, generally
fine (2)
£150-200

193
Gibraltar, Victoria, copper two-quarts, 1842/1, one-quart,
1842/0, and half-quart, 1842, head left, rev., three-towered
castle (Pr. 2, 6, 10), residual lustre, flan flaw on reverse of the
two-quarts, otherwise extremely fine to good extremely fine
(3)
£250-350
194
Gibraltar, Victoria, copper two-quarts, 1842/1, one-quart,
1842/0, and half-quart, 1842, head left, rev., three-towered
castle, as the previous lot (Pr. 2, 6, 10), the two-quarts nearly extremely fine, the one-quart struck without a collar, a little off-struck, and the half-quart good very fine; copper
tokens: Richard Cattons, 2-quartos, 1813, Robert
Keeling, one-quart, 1802, two-quarts, 1810 (3), one-quart,
1810 (2), and James Spittles, 2-quartos, 1820, 1-quarto,
1820 (Pr. 12, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 26), fair to very fine (12)
£200-300
195
Gibraltar, copper tokens, Robert Keeling, two-quarts,
1802, and one-quart, 1802, view of the Rock of Gibraltar, rev.,
three-towered castle (Pr. 17, 20), small die flaw on reverse of
the two-quarts, good very fine to nearly extremely fine, good
for issue (2)
£200-250
196
Gibraltar, copper tokens, Richard Cattons, 2-quartos,
1813, and 1-quarto, 1813 (Pr. 12, 13), minor tooling on the 2quartos, nearly very fine; James Spittles, 1-quarto, 1820
(Pr. 26), good very fine to nearly extremely fine (3)
£200-250

203
India, French, Pondichery, fanon (1/5-rupee) (3), 18th
century, inscription with P in field, part of date visible (KM.
67); 2-fanons (1), 1-fanon (7), 18th-19th centuries, crown, rev.,
lis (KM. 44, 48); 1-fanon, 1837, crown, rev., cockerel (KM.
54), about very fine (14)
£250-350

197
*Guatemala, Carlos III (1759-88), pillar coinage, 4reales, 1768 P (Cal. 1051; Cay. 11722), fine
£180-220

198
*Hong Kong, Victoria, 5-cents, 1867 (Pr. 114; M. C8; KM.
5), tiny flan flaw on cheek, otherwise almost mint state
£200-300
199
Hungary, Ladislaus II (1161-62), denar (CNH 96),
chipped, fine; Stephan IV (1162-63), Byzantine imitation
coppers (2) (CNH 98), one very fine, other crinkled, fine;
Italy, Sicily, William II (1166-89), trifollari (2) (Spahr
117), about fine; Bulgaria, Ivan Asen II (1218-41), trachy,
Cherson? (Grierson, Hunterian, pl. 21, 1), pierced, fair;
Roman, time of Maximinus II, circa 310, ‘persecution’ AE of
Antioch (N.C. 1993, 66, 3a); Genoese Colony of Caffa, AE
(cf. Sch. pl. XVII, 32); Hepthalites, base drachm; Frankish
Greece, barbarous copper imitations (26), poor to fine; contemporary AE imitation of a 15th century Venetian ducat,
very fine; together with miscellaneous mainly mediaeval
European copper and billon issues (25), poor to fair (60)
£250-300
200
India, E.I.C. Madras, quarter-pagoda, (1808) (Pr. 176); 5
fanams (2), second issue (1808) (Pr. 180, 182); double
fanams (4), (1764-1807) (Pr. 18); double fanams (4), (1807)
(2), (1808) (2) (Pr. 160var (no circle/circle), 161, 185); fanam
(1808) (Pr. 188), the fourth coin pierced, fine to very fine
(12)
£300-400
201
India, E.I.C. Madras, quarter-rupee (2) (1823-35) (Pr.
265); Victoria, 2-annas, 1841, also silver fanam token,
together with various E.I.C. copper coins (31) 18th-19th centuries, generally fine to very fine, a few extremely fine (35)
£300-400
202
E.I.C. Bombay, fanam / fifth-rupee (6), 1799 (3), inscription with T99, and 1805 (3), T between scales over date,
Tellicherry mint (Pr. 298, 299), very fine; E.I.C., Malabar
Coast (?), copper half pice, undated, 18th century, retrograde
balemark on both sides, on one side the letters divided by
double lines, fine; Singapore, British merchants’ copper
imitation of a Netherlands East Indies quarter-stuiver, 1826,
mm. S, with border of dots, 2.15g, 21.5 mm (Pr. 15; Sch. 647c;
KM. Tn6), light tone, brilliant, almost mint state; Sumatra,
copper 2-kepings, 1783 (Pr. 9), good very fine (9) £300-400

204
India, Portuguese, various base metal coins (30), 19th century, fair to very fine (30)
£200-300
205
India, States, Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM 1215-27/ AD
1787-99), rupee AM 1218 / AD 1789, half-rupee (2) AM 1216
/ AD 1787, and AM 1218 / AD 1789, quarter-rupee (2), AM
1216 / AD 1787, and AM 1218 / AD 1789, all Patan mint (KM.
125, D125, 126), nearly very fine (5)
£250-350
206
India, States, Travancore, half-rupee and quarter-rupee,
both 1889, fanam, undated (1901) (KM. 37, 38, 45), attractive
tone, extremely fine or better; together with various other
coins of Travancore, Baroda, Mysore, etc., in silver (53) and
copper (18), generally fine to very fine, some better (74)
£150-250

207
*Ionian Islands, George III, proof copper 2-oboli, 1819,
medal die axis (Pr. 18A), some brilliance, nearly mint state,
rare
£900-1,200

208
*Ionian Islands, George III, copper 1-obol, 1819 (Pr. 19),
about extremely fine
£150-250

209
*Ionian Islands, George III, copper half-obol, 1819 (Pr.
20), brilliant fields, a few minor spots, nearly mint state
£400-500

210
*Ionian Islands, George III, copper half-obol, 1820 (Pr.
21), brilliant fields, nearly mint state
£400-500
211
Ionian Islands, George III, copper 2-oboli, 1819 (Pr. 18),
fine; Victoria, 30-lepta, 1848 (Pr. 11), toned, extremely fine
or better; 30-lepta, 1849, 1857 (Pr. 12, 16), about fine; copper
lepton (6), 1848, 1849, 1851, 1853, 1857, 1862 (Pr. 25, 26, 27,
28, 30, 31), the 1848 lustrous, good extremely, but reverse
spot; the 1849 and 1853 extremely fine; others fine to very
fine (10)
£200-300

212
*Ionian Islands, William IV, 30-lepta, 1834 (Pr. 9), brilliant fields, good extremely fine
£200-300

213
*Ionian Islands, William IV, copper lepton, 1834 (Pr. 23),
brilliant fields on obverse and broad rim, edge flaw, otherwise good extremely fine
£200-300
214
Ionian Islands, William IV, copper leptons (3), all 1835
(Pr. 24), some minor die flaws, one weakly struck, extremely fine (3)
£120-150

215
*Ionian Islands, Victoria, 30-lepta, 1851 (Pr. 14), toned,
nearly mint state
£200-300

217
*Italy, Venice, Armata et Morea, gazzetta or 2 soldi, c.
1688-91, lion of St. Mark facing, rev., ARMATA ET MOREA
between two rosettes, 6.95g (Paolucci 816), very fine
£100-150

218
*Italy, Venice, Armata et Morea, soldo, c. 1688-91, lion
of St. Mark facing, rev., ARMATA ET MOREA between two
rosettes, 3.23g (Paolucci 817), good very fine
£100-150

219
*Italy, Venice, Candia (Crete), 60 tornesi, c. 1625-1629,
lion of St. Mark standing left, head facing, rev., ΤΟΡΝΕΣΙΑ
ΕΞΗΝΤΑ in two lines, ΙΩΑΝ ΚΟΡΝΗΛΙΟS Ο ΔΟΥΞ around,
6.38g (Paolucci 892), very fine
£200-250

220
*Italy, Venice, Candia (Crete), 30 tornesi, c. 1625-1629,
lion of St. Mark standing left, head facing, rev., ΤΟΡΝΕΣΙΑ
ΤΡΙΑΝΤΑ in two lines, ΙΩΑΝ ΚΟΡΝΗΛΙΟS Ο ΔΟΥΞ around,
3.17g (Paolucci 893), minor chip at 11 o’clock, otherwise very
fine and scarce
£300-350

216
*Ionian Islands, Victoria, 30-lepta, 1862 (Pr. 17), toned,
proof-like fields, nearly mint state
£300-400

221
*Japan, 50 sen, Meiji 18 (1885) (JNDA 01-14), reverse
scuffs, about extremely fine and lightly toned
£200-250

222
*Japan, yen, Meiji 20 (1887), first, larger type, 38.6mm
(JNDA 01-21), reverse scuffs, otherwise extremely fine and
toned
£250-300

229
*Poland, Sigismund III (1587-1632), taler 1629,
Bromberg, mint master Jacob Jacobson, half-length figure
right, rev., arms, obverse legend reads SISGIS in error (H.Cz.
vol. V, p. LXXXVIII, listed as 9659, but error not described as
such in the entry in vol. IV), almost very fine and very rare
£1,000-1,500

223
*Japan, pattern copper Fun, undated (1869), Heaton mint,
Mount Fuji over crossed flags, rev., value, central hole (KM.
Pn2), lustrous, a few carbon spots, otherwise nearly mint
state, rare
£500-700
224
Madeira, I.W. Phelps & Co., copper token 100-réis, 1802
(Pascoal 8), fine; Fenay & Irmãos, copper token 100-réis,
1802, similar to the first, but countermarked F.I below date on
obverse (Pascoal 79), very fine (2)
£120-150
225
Mombasa, quarter-rupee, and 2-annas (2), all 1890 H (KM 3),
attractive tones, nearly mint state (3)
£300-400

230
*Poland, Sigismund III, taler 1630, Bromberg, mint master Jacob Jacobson, similar to the last, but with normal legend (H.Cz 1613), better than very fine
£600-800

226
Myanmar (Burma), Pyu, Sriksetra, third coinage, units
of 96-ratti (6), 8th-9th centuries (?), Bhadrapitha , rev.,
Srivatsa, 9.13g, 9.22g, 9.64g, 10.30g, 10.48g, 11.62g (Mitch.
2619; Shaw 3.5; Kr. & Mi. pl. A19), some deposit adhering,
generally very fine (6)
£300-400
227
Myanmar (Burma), Pyu, Sriksetra, third coinage, units
of 96-ratti (6), 8th-9th centuries (?), Bhadrapitha, rev.,
Srivatsa; similar to the previous lot, 9.63g, 10.08g, 10.13g,
10.21g, 10.50g, 10.94g (Mitch. 2619; Shaw 3.5; Kr. & Mi. pl.
A19), some deposit adhering, generally very fine (6)
£300-400

228
*Myanmar (Burma), Mons, Hamsavati, unit of 88-ratti,
5th -6th centuries, conch or sankh shell, rev., Srivatsa, 10.85g
(Mitch. 2580; Shaw 3.10; Kr. & Mi. pl. A.23), very fine
£80-120

231
*Portugal, Governadores do Reino (The Council of
Regency) (1580), tostão (100-reais), undated, crowned
arms, GVBERNATORES E DEFENSORES REG PO, rev., cross of the
Order of Christ within circle, IN HOC SIGNO VINCES, 7.47g
(Gomes 02.01 ‘RARA’), irregular flan, toned, good fine,
extremely rare
£4,000-5,000
Dom Henrique I ‘the Chaste’, a cardinal, died on the 31st January
1580 without leaving an heir or agreed successor. There were many
claimants to the throne so a temporary council of five governors was
formed; Dom António raised an army to support his claim to the
throne, as did the Duke of Alba in the name of Philip II of Spain. Dom
António was proclaimed king of Portugal at Santarem on 19 June
1580, on the same day as the Duke of Alba crossed the frontier. Coins
issued during this brief interregnum of just over 4 months are
extremely rare, especially the silver issues.

232
*Portugal, D. João V (the Magnanimous, 1706-50),
trial striking of a moeda (4,800-réis), 1722, in copper (cf.
Gomes E2.02, but normal size, and 98.18), residual lustre,
double struck, nearly extremely fine
£200-300

237
*Surinam, copper 4-doits token, 1679, parrot on tree, 4
above, AN. 1679 in ex., rev., blank (Sch. 1434c), fine, rare
£200-300

233
Russia, miscellaneous coins in silver (15) and copper (21),
including silver dengas (“wire kopecks”) (8) of Boris
Feodorovich (1598-1605) to Alexei Mikhailovich (1645-76),
fine to very fine (36)
£150-250
234
Russia, R.S.F.S.R., minor silver coins (4); U.S.S.R, rouble, 1924 (KM. 90.01), good extremely fine, with miscellaneous other coins in silver (5) and base metal (39), generally
very fine to nearly mint state (49)
£120-180

238
*Switzerland, Berne, trial striking in lead of a duplone,
1819 (cf DT 29), very fine
£100-150

-----------------------------239
Miscellaneous European medieval to 17th century coins,
mostly silver, fair to very fine (104)
£200-300

235
*Siam (Thailand), Rama V (Chulalongkorn), ceremonial issue 2-baht (half-tamlung) bullet money (‘pot duang’),
CS 1242 (AD 1880), Cho Rampheuy, on the cremation of
Somdet P’ra Deb Sirindhra, mother of Rama V, three countermarks of ornate chakra wheel, Thai flower with date 1242
below, and ornate royal crown, 30.40g (Kri. & Mih. pl. E46;
KM C188; cf Guehler pl VII-VIII), very fine, rare
£1,000-1,200
236
Sumatra, Langkat, Netherlands India Sumatra Tobacco
Company Limited, copper 10-cents token, undated, 19th century (L&W 189; Sch. 1098), brilliant, almost as struck; St.
Eustatius, Herman Gossling, brass half-Bitt token, dated
1771 (struck after 1781), goose (Pr. p. 264, fig. 46; Sch. 1432),
dented, fair to fine; Surinam, copper doit token, 1764, cocoa
tree (Sch. 1437), fair; together with Honduras (?) (previously attributed to Anticosti Island), unofficial pattern 1/8
real, 1870, Paris mint, by Lovett, brilliant, almost as struck;
also Nevis, modern copy of a countermarked Black Dogg (Pr.
7), host coin fine, small hole in centre, countermark good
very fine (5)
£150-250

240
Miscellaneous world coins and tokens (c. 250), etc., mainly 17th to 19th centuries, in base metal, fair to very fine (c.
250)
£400-500
241
Miscellaneous world coins, tokens etc., 18th to 20th centuries, in silver (53) and base metal (c. 167), generally fair to
very fine, some better (c. 220)
£120-150
242
Miscellaneous world coins etc. (135), including U.S. dollars
(3), 1886, 1889, 1921, a Ptolemaic large copper and a cast
copy of an Athenian tetradrachm, mixed grades (135)
£180-220

Lot 235 (enlarged)

Starting no earlier than 12.30pm
BRITISH HISTORICAL MEDALS
248
James I, Prince Charles, silver repoussé counters (3),
with bust of Charles facing three-quarters right, with his title
as Duke of York and Albany, 23mm (MI I, 224/81), good very
fine (3)
£200-300

243
*Mary Queen of Scots and the Dauphin Francis, silver
medal, 1553, crowned FM monogram, rev., crowned shield of
Scotland, 3.73g, 29mm (MI I, 65/5), good very fine and
toned, rare
£400-500

249
James I, Prince Charles, silver repoussé counters (8),
with bust of Charles facing three-quarters right, with his title
as Duke of York and Albany, 23mm (MI I, 224/81), two crinkled, fine to very fine; with a bronze uniface medal or badge
for the Union of England and Scotland, initials I R over coat of
arms flanked by rose and thistle, fair (9)
£300-400

Struck by Nicolas Emery in France by royal permission during Mary
and Francis’s betrothal when she was eleven and he nine years of age.

244
Mary Queen of Scots, silver counters (2), c. 1579, crowned
arms of Scotland, rev., a hand pruning a withered branch,
27mm ( MI I, 128/77), fine; and bronze counter, 1579,
obverse similar, rev., standing figure of Fortune, 28mm (MI
I, 130/82), very fine and rare (3)
£150-200

245
*Elizabeth I, silver medallet (or pattern groat), 1601, bust of
Elizabeth three-quarters left, rev., crowned monogram and
date, 3.19g, 24.5mm (MI I, 177/177; BMC 8; N. 2050), good
very fine
£300-350

250
*Charles I, Marriage to Henrietta Maria, 1625, silver
medal, busts vis à vis, rev., Cupid, 23.5mm (MI I, 238/1),
toned, extremely fine
£150-200

251
*Charles I, Marriage to Henrietta Maria, 1625, silver
medal, busts vis à vis, rev., Cupid, 23.5mm (MI I, 238/1),
toned, extremely fine
£150-200
252
Charles I, Marriage, 1625, silver medals (3), as previous
type (MI I, 238/1), one with initials I W and pierced; another,
a variety (MI I, 238/2); with “engraved” counter of Henrietta
Maria (cf MI I, 380/282) and Dominion of the Sea medalet,
1630, by Briot, this buckled, fine to very fine (6) £200-300

246
*Elizabeth I, silver medallet, undated, bust of Elizabeth
three-quarters right, rev., seated figure of Justice; both sides
with oak-wreath borders, 29mm, small cruciform punch
mark on reverse, very fine, not recorded in Medallic
Illustrations
£200-300
253
*Charles I, Tribute to Henrietta Maria, 1628, silver
medal, by N. Briot, crowned arms of Britain and France, rev.,
one tree dominating within a grove, 28mm (MI I, 249/23),
extremely fine, toned
£150-200
247
*James I, Prince Charles, silver repoussé counters (3),
with bust of Charles facing three-quarters right, with his title
as Duke of York and Albany, 23mm (MI I, 224/81), good very
fine (3)
£200-300

254
Charles I, Tribute to Henrietta Maria (1628), silver
medals (2), by N. Briot, similar to the last but with Briot’s initials
replacing the date, 28mm (MI I, 249/24); and silver laudatory
medal, 1628, arms, rev., sceptre and trident crossed, 28mm (MI
I, 250/27), toned, very fine to extremely fine (3)
£300-350

255
*Charles I, Birth of Prince Charles (later Charles II),
1630, silver medal, four shields with bases joined, rev.,
inscription on tablet, 30mm (MI I, 253/34), minor edge
flaws, toned and about extremely fine
£250-300
256
Charles I, Birth of Prince Charles (later Charles II),
1630, silver medals (5), similar types, 24-30mm (MI I,
253/34, 254/35 (3) and 254/36), fine to good very fine; and
silver medal for the birth of James II, 1633, 29.5mm (MI I,
268/65), fair (6)
£300-400

259
*Charles II, silver uniface repoussé counters (3) comprising
Charles II, Catherine of Braganza, and a crowned rose, 24mm
(MI I, 487-8/106, 107, 108), good very fine (3) £250-300
260
Charles II, silver uniface repoussé counters (3) comprising
Charles II, Catherine of Braganza, and a crowned rose, 24mm
(MI I, 487-8/106, 107, 108), very fine (3)
£200-250
261
Charles II, silver uniface repoussé counters (5) of Catherine
of Braganza (2), 24mm and 17mm (MI I, 487-8/105 and 107),
Charles II with bust left, 16mm (cf. MI I, 449/31v), and two
with floral designs, 15mm, mainly very fine (5) £200-250
262
Anne, Union of England and Scotland, 1707, silver
medallets (3), 25mm (MI II, 297/114-115), one fine, others
extremely fine but one slightly creased; George I, silver
counter, undated, 20mm ( MI II, 429/20), scuffed, very fine;
Marriage of George III to Charlotte, 1761, silver medallets (4), 25mm (BHM 17v), two extremely fine, others less so;
Victoria, silver engraved counters (3), 23mm, very fine (11)
£150-200

illustration reduced
257
*Charles I, Marriage of Princess Mary to William of
Orange, 1641, silver medal, by J. Blum, Mary and William
joining hands, rev., William, as Pallas, receiving olive branch
from Mary, as Pax, 72mm (MI I, 287, 100; Eimer 137), tiny
piercing at top, toned, good very fine
£250-350

258
*Love tokens (2), one in the form of a silver repoussé
medallet, flaming heart and coronet superimposed over
crossed sword and arrow, inscribed I C/V; around, VNC-VREABLE (incurable), 25.3mm, very fine; the other two-sided, THE
SITE OF CUPID DOTH MAKE ME STUPID, Venus and Cupid, rev.,
SAMSON WITH FAME THE LION DID TAME, Samson and the lion,
25mm, fine (2)
£200-300

263
Victoria, Death of Wellington, 1852, bronze medal by
Adams, 58mm, very fine; Acquittal of Lord George Gordon,
1781, bronze medal, 43.5mm, fine; together with miscellaneous medals, medallets and counters etc, mainly British but
some continental, mixed grades; and a small Tassie satirical
seal in green glass (86)
£200-300

264
*Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, official silver medal by L.C. Wyon
after Sir J.E. Boehm and Sir Frederick Leighton, 77mm
(B.H.M. 3219), virtually as struck
£300-400

RENAISSANCE AND LATER MEDALS
265
Denmark, Frederick IV (1699-1730), Bicentenary of the Augsburg Confession, 1717, silver medal, by Peter Berg,
bust on pedestal, rev. nine-line inscription, 42mm (G. 309), very fine; Death of Frederick IV, 1730, silver medal, by Peter
Berg, bust right, rev., obelisk, 39.5mm (G. 324), loop-mounted, fine (2)
£150-200

266
*France, Marcantonio Memmo (Doge of Venice, 1612-1615), bronze uniface medal by Guillaume Dupré, 1612, bust
right in Doge’s cap and robes, 89mm (Mazerolle 669; Jones 38; Scher 147), pierced, reverse with intaglio image, a very fine
early cast, illustration reduced
£300-400
Ex Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 289.

267
France, Louis XIII and Anne of Austria, bronze medal, 1620, by Dupré, 58mm (Jones 52), with suspension loop; Marie
de Medici, bronze medal c. 1625, by Dupré, 52mm (Jones 61), with suspension loop; and Louis XIV and Anne of Austria,
bronze medal by Warin, 54mm (Jones 201), early casts, fine to very fine (3)
£250-350

268
*France, Treaty of Versailles between France, Great Britain and the USA, 1783, silver jeton by Gatteaux, bust of
Louis XVI right, rev., LIBERTE DES MERS - PAIX DE 1783 within wreath, 30mm (Pax in Nummis 651; Betts -), extremely fine
£150-200
269
France, silver jetons (2) of Louis XV, 1741 issued by the Royal Academy of Surgeons, and of Louis XVI, 1780, issued by
Britanny; together with miscellaneous French base metal jetons and small medals (140), mainly 18th century, fair to fine, some
better (142)
£200-250
270
France, Napoleon I, Peace of Luneville, 1801, bronze medal, by Mercie, bust left, rev., inscription within wreath,
48.6mm (Bramsen 167); Peace of Amiens, bronze medal by Droz, bust left, rev., Pax on globe, 40mm (Zeitz 23; Bramsen 199),
extremely fine (2)
£150-200

271
272
271
*France, Napoleon I, Coronation Festivities 1804, silver medal, by Brenet, conjoined busts of Napoleon and Josephine
right, rev., crowned eagle, 35mm (Zeitz 44; Bramsen 359), extremely fine
£200-250
272
*France, Napoleon I, Peace of Tilsit 1807, silver medal, by Andrieu and Droz, conjoined busts of Napoleon, Alexander I
and Friedrich Wilhelm III, rev., reclining river-god, 40mm (Zeitz 88; Bramsen 640; Diakov 312.1), scuffed, good very fine
£200-300
273
France, Visit of Nicholas II and Alexandra, 1896, bronze medal by Chaplain, 70mm (Diakov 1212); other mainly bronze
French medals (13), including Battle of the Marne 1914, Georges Guynemer 1917, Marshal Foch 1918, all by Legastelois;
Tuileries Souvenir (1883), by France and Tasset, reverse numbered 111, mostly cleaned, generally very fine (14) £200-300
274
France, miscellaneous medals (20), 18th-20th century, mostly bronze, including, Birth of the Duke of Bordeaux, 1820, by
Gayard (4), Louis XIV and Henri IV, by Andrieu, Coronation of Charles X, by Dubois, Giffard Balloon Medal, many very fine;
octagonal silver jetons (4), Louis XVIII and later; together with Russia, award medals for the Death of Alexander III 1894 and
the Coronation of Nicholas II 1896, extremely fine (26)
£200-250

275
*Germany, Martin Bucer (German reformer, 1491-1551), silver-gilt medal, 1543, by Hagenauer, bust left, aged 53,
rev., biblical text and date, 45mm (Habich I, 656; Lanna 932 in lead), old cast, very fine
£200-300
Bucer was exiled to England in 1549 where he worked on the 2nd revision of The Book of Common Prayer. He died in Cambridge in 1551.

276
Germany, Ambrosius Blarer (Wurttemberg reformist), lead medal, 1539, 46.5mm (Habich 809), early cast, fine; lead
medal of a member of the Geuder family by Gebel, 35mm (Habich 1256) and French bronze medal of Charles VIII and Anne
of Britanny, 39.5mm (Jones 13), both late casts (3)
£100-150
277
Germany, Nuremburg, Hope for Peace, undated (c. 1630) silver medal by Dadler, sword emerging from cloud, seated
figure below, rev., crown above heart with crossed spade and sickle behind, clasped hands and city view below, 56mm (Maué
131), has been gilt, very fine; Marriage medals (2), early 17th century, Christ blessing couple, rev., wedding feast at Cana,
51.5mm (Goppel 1008), has been mounted, very fine; by IH, 1668, conjoined hands over conjoined hearts, rev., two intertwined trees, 39.5mm, fine (3)
£250-300

278
Italy, Domenico Novello Malatesta, a pair of uniface electrotypes of the obverse and reverse of the example of this medal
by Pisanello in the V&A Museum (see Hill 35f), framed and glazed, extremely fine
£100-150
279
Italy, bronze medals of Ercole I d’Este, 88mm (Hill 120), Leon Battista Alberti by Matteo de’ Pasti, 91mm (Hill 161),
Pietro Bono Avogario by Sperandio, 85mm (Hill 371) and Christina of Lorraine by Selvi, 82mm (cf. Vannell/Toderi
307), late casts (4)
£300-400

280
*Italy, Francis I of France (1515-1547), bronze medal by G. M. Pomedelli, bust of the young king left, rev., Salamander
in flames on a large tazza, 50.3mm (Hill 592; Arm. II, 127, 5; Pollard 203 = Kress 179), pierced, fine old cast
£200-300

281
*Italy, Niccolò Orsini (1442-1510, Count of Pitigliano and Nola from 1485), bronze medal by Caradosso, bust left,
rev., Orsini on horseback holding baton; beside him, two foot soldiers, 42.5mm (Hill 664; Arm. II, 64, 16; Pollard 221 = Kress
196), very fine early cast
£400-600

282
*Italy, Florence, Cosimo il Vecchio de’ Medici (1389-1464), struck silver medal, bust left wearing cap, rev., personification of Florence seated left, holding orb and olive branch, 36.5mm, 21.96g (Hill 910 bis; Arm. I, 10, 32; Kress 247 = Pollard
281; Bargello I, 219a; Clifford 69), file marks and one flaw to edge, some minor scratches, toned and extremely fine
£600-800
This is a copy of the larger Florentine medal which features as a gesso cast in the hands of the sitter in Portrait of an Unknown Man by
Botticelli in the Uffizi Museum (inv. 1488). Examples of the present medal exist in gold, silver and bronze in the Bargello and the example in
silver there is struck. Hill and Pollard suggested that they may have been struck as late as the 18 th century, possibly by Giovanni Zanobio
Weber who produced invented medals of the early Medicis (see Molinari 163-167) which are, nevertheless, of a cruder style. Clifford prefers
a date in the mid-16th century during the era of Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici (1537-1574).

283
*Italy, Giovanni Battista Castald0 (c. 1493-1562, general and Count of Piadena and Cassona), bronze medal
signed ANIB, bust left, rev., Transylvania as a nude female reclining beneath a trophy of Turkish arms beside the river Mures,
45.6mm (Attwood 103; Arm. I, 175, 1; Bargello III, 730), sometime cleaned but a very fine contemporary cast
£500-700

284
*Italy, Pietro Maria Rossi (Count of San Secondo from 1521, died 1547), bronze medal by Danese Cattaneo, bust left
wearing Order of St Michael, rev., Rossi chasing Fortune, 51.6 mm (Arm. II, 18, 2 and III, 233, I; Toderi/Vannell 644), pierced,
old cast, very fine with some verdigris
£300-400
For a contemporary example of this rare medal see Stack Collection, sold here 9 December 2009, lot 148.

285
*Italy, Pope Julius III, Reconciliation of England with the Papacy (1554), struck silver medal by Cavino, bust right,
rev., ANGLIA RESVRGENS, the Pope raising the kneeling figure of England with, on the left, Cardinal Pole and Charles V and on
the right Philip and Mary, 46.6mm, 76.40g (Attwood p. 184; MI I, 70, 15), a nineteenth century striking, toned and extremely fine
£200-300

286
*Italy Florence, Cosimo I de’ Medici (1537-1574), struck silver medal by Pietro Paolo Galeotti, dated 1567, bust right
with date on armour, rev., a view of the fortifications at Elba with Neptune reclining at the entrance to the harbour, 41.3mm,
41.68g (Attwood 853; Arm. I, 261, 40; Bargello II, 418), bust and background tooled on obverse, reverse with areas of die rust
and flan flaws, otherwise extremely fine, later striking
£400-600

287
*Italy, Cardinal Granvelle (1516-1586), silver medal by Giovanni Melon, bust left, rev., Granvelle seated on throne, presenting standard to Don Juan of Austria, 42mm, 34.50g (Attwood 985; Arm. I, 265, 12), fine early cast with mount removed
at top
£300-400

288
*Italy, Ferdinando Gonzaga (1587-1626, Duke of Mantua, 1612), bronze oval medal, by Gaspare Mola, bust left, rev.,
radiant sun-face, 47 x 40 mm (Vannell/Toderi 73; I Gonzaga V67), with die flaws, extremely fine
£200-300
289
Italy, bronze medals of Beatrice of Aragon, Queen of Hungary, uniface, 43.6mm (Hill 238), Carlo Borromeo, 47mm
(Attwood 199), with mount, Alessandro Bassano and Giovanni da Cavino, by Cavino, 37mm (Attwood 274), Vincenzo
Gonzaga by Gaspare Mola (Pollard 415) and a restitution medal of Pope Calixtus II, 39mm, later casts (5)
£150-200
290
Italy, Pope Paul II (1464-1471), bronze foundation medal for the Palazzo Venezia, 1465, 33mm (Hill 738; Modesti 86),
contemporary cast; restitution medals of Paul II by or after Paladino (2, Modesti 127-128), very fine or better; with other cast
bronze medals (7) including Maximilian I with Maria of Burgundy by Candida, Cosimo I de’ Medici by Poggini, Carlo Borromeo
(gilt) etc., 23-51mm, old casts, some fine (9)
£200-300

Ex 291
Ex 292
291
*Italy, Paduan “sestertii” (10), after Cavino, of Julius Caesar, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero, Otho, Vitellius (2), Titus
and Nerva (Klawans 21/3, 26/1, 35/2, 40/2, 45/4v, 54/3, 58/1 and a variety [Milan 1528], 67/3, 73/1), cast, fine to very fine,
one illustrated (10)
£200-300
292
*Italy, Paduan “sestertii” (5), after Cavino, of Nero, rev., Port of Ostia, Vitellius, Domitian, Lucius Verus and Caracalla
(Klawans 44/1, 58/4, 71/4, 94/1 and 103/1), cast, fine to very fine, one illustrated (5)
£200-300

293
*Italy, St. Aloysius Gonzaga (1568-1591), bronze medal, signed weakly I M F below truncation, VERE HABENS LILIA, bust
right in doublet and high ruff collar, rev., QVIA IN CVLMINI, sun and spreading rays over landscape with river and town, possibly Castiglione delle Stiviere (his birthplace), 53mm, unchased cast with high relief portrait, very fine and extremely rare
£400-600
Aloysius Gonzaga was the eldest son of Ferrante Gonzaga, Marquis of Castiglione but turned down his inheritance in order to join the Jesuits
and he worked with victims of the plague in Rome. He eventually contracted the illness himself and died at the young age of 23 on 21 June
1591. He was beatified in 1605 by Paul V and was canonized in 1726 by Benedict XIII. He is the Patron of Youth. The present medal is a rarity unlisted in most works of reference. It is described in Guido Antonio Zannetti, Nuova Raccolta delle Monete e Zecche d’Italia, Appendici,
p. 476 (1783). It may have been made at the time of his canonization in 1605.

294
*Mexico, Philip V (1700-1724), proclamation medal, 1701, cast silver medal, armoured bust right, rev., IMPERATOR
INDIARVM, eagle and cactus above gateway flanked by lions; across field, MEX-ICO, 12.47g, 30mm (VQ 12903; Betts 89; van Loon
IV, 327), very fine and very rare
£800-1,200
See also lot 302, the Spanish proclamation medal of Cadiz, 1700 (which is struck).

295
*Netherlands, Anne of Austria (1549-1580), on her visit to Antwerp in 1570, silver medal by Jacques Jonghelinck,
bust right, aged 21, rev., a fruiting palm tree with date 1570 incised below, 40mm, 18.51g (Smolderen 73; Arm. I, 240, 14;
Toderi/Vannell 1435), a very fine contemporary cast
£1,000-1,500
296
Netherlands, Tribute to William of Orange, 1578, silver jeton, David and Goliath, rev., lion attacking boar, 29mm
(Dugn. 2742; van Loon I, 245, 1); silver medal for the festivities at Rotterdam on the coronation of William and Mary, 1689,
30mm (van Loon III, 391; MI I, 678/55), very fine; with silver jetons (2), one pierced, fine (4)
£200-250
297
Netherlands, Gelderland accepts the Government of the Duke of Anjou, 1583, bronze jeton (Dugn. 2931), good
very fine and rare; with miscellaneous 16th century bronze jetons (52), fair to fine, some better (53)
£500-700
298
Netherlands, Taking of Grave, 1601, bronze jeton (Dugn. 3545), about extremely fine; Alliance of France, England
and the United Provences, 1609, bronze jeton (Dugn. 3648), extremely fine; Albert and Isabella, Tribute of the
Brugge mint, 1612, bronze jeton (Dugn. 3683), very fine; Utrecht’s wish for Neutrality, 1671, bronze jeton (Dugn.
4289), extremely fine; with miscellaneous bronze jetons of the 17th century (75), fair to fine, some better (79) £700-1,000
299
South Netherlands, Liege, copper mereaux (2), St. Lambert’s cathedral on the 1000th anniversary of St. Lambert, skull and
crossed bones, rev., two flames and crossed bones, 21mm (Eklund 85), very fine; together with miscellaneous Continental
base metal jetons and small medals (112), fair to fine, some better (114)
£150-250
300
Russia, Visit of Alexander II to London, 1874, bronze medal (City of London series) by Charles Wiener, bust left, rev.,
Londinia welcoming the Tsar, 76.7mm (Diakov 807; BHM 2981), extremely fine
£200-300

301
*Spain, Marriage of Philip III and Margaret of Austria 1599, silver medal, by Jos. Did., three-quarters facing bust of
Philip right, rev., facing bust of Margaret left, 38mm, probably an 18th century cast, about extremely fine
£200-300

302
*Spain, Philip V (1700-1724), proclamation medal of the city of Cadiz, 1700, struck silver medal, armoured bust right,
rev., Hercules standing facing between two lions, 17.82g, 31.5mm (VQ 12899), toned, good extremely fine and rare £400-600
See also lot 294 for the Mexican proclamation medal of Philip V of 1701.

303
Miscellaneous, world tokens, medalets etc. in silver (1) and base metal (62), 18th to 20th centuries including two French
encased postage stamps, fine to very fine (63)
£150-200
304
Miscellaneous, brass and copper reckoning counters and jetons (c. 300), mainly German, but including French, Portuguese,
English, and Spanish, mostly 16th to 17 centuries, generally fine to very fine (c.300)
£300-500
305
Miscellaneous, mainly base metal religious medallets etc, but including Benedict XV, bronze Warsaw exhibition medal,
1905, 53mm, two later white metal medals of Peter the Great (both corroded) and two eastern European religious amulets,
some fine or better (82)
£100-150

PLAQUETTES

306
*Italy, Moderno, The Flagellation, bronze-gilt plaquette, in the centre, Christ tied to a pillar flanked by his tormentors
and with soldiers, a horseman and other men beneath two double-vaulted archways in the background, 140.7 x 105.3m
(Molinier 170; Lewis 42; Scaglia V37, variant B; Wixom 33), the archways finely chased, minor casting holes in lower right
field, a very fine old cast
£1,000-1,500
Ex Adda collection, Maître Maurice Rheims, Paris, 30 November 1965, lot 287.

307

308

309

307
*Italy, Moderno, The Crucifixion, bronze-gilt plaquette, Christ crucified between the two thieves; below are soldiers and
on the left is St. John gazing up at the cross; below him, the fainting Virgin supported by two women; Mary Magdalen clasps
the shaft of the cross, 113.2 x 78.5mm (Molinier 171; Lewis 2; Scaglia V12; Bargello 144; Wixom 42-43; Kress 147), thin gilding, a very fine early cast with some tooling of the fields at the top
£2,000-3,000

308
*Italy, attributed to Domenico di Paris, The Virgin and Child with Angels and cherubs, bronze-gilt plaquette,
the Virgin standing on a plinth holding the Child; at her feet, cherubs arranging a garland over balustrading below which two
further cherubs hold a wreath; she is flanked by four angels holding torches; behind her is a domed niche and she is flanked
by two cherubs atop pillars hold a wreath over her, 85 x 67mm (cf. Molinier 381; Scaglia VI3, variant B; Bargello 239; Rossi
(Mantegna) 57; Kress 303), the reverse with traces of a mount suggesting previous use as a pax, the corners with added copper lugs as if formerly set within a frame, thick gilding, a later cast but of fine quality
£2,000-3,000

309
*Netherlands, Circle of François Duquesnoy (1597-1643), Bacchanalian scene, bronze plaquette, 17th century,
naked Bacchus reclining at base of tree while cherubic infants bind his wrists and ankles with garlands, the child in the foreground with the attributes of a faun, 77 x 109.5mm (cf. Weber 1013-1017 var.), extremely fine with brown patina £600-800

310
*Netherlands or Germany, Zeus seated in Clouds, bronze-gilt roundel, 17th century style, Zeus seated in clouds, eagle
by his side, holding thunderbolt and with another under his foot, 77mm, with screw attachment to reverse, very fine, illustration reduced
£200-300

END OF FIRST SESSION

SESSION TWO
Thursday 7 November 2013, starting at 2.00pm
ANCIENT COINS
The Adam Smith collection of coins of Pheneos
Pheneos lies at the foot of Mount Kyllene, located near the modern village of Kalyvia and in the ancient region of Arcadia
in the Peloponnese. It served as an important cultural centre, notably for holding the Hermaea, a series of ancient Greek
festivals in honour of Hermes. It was in a cave at Mount Kyllene where Hermes, the Kriophoros was said to have been
born and his importance to the city dominated their coinage. Arcadia, including Pheneos, has been from time immemorial the great pasture ground of Greece, which reflected and developed the character of Hermes as the lord of the herds.
This character was never abandoned and is particularly emphasized on the reverse side of the coins of Pheneos which
depict a ram, bull or the shepherd’s crook, the kerykeion.
Adam Smith was fascinated with the region and acquired numerous coins from this mint, with several rarities and a
thorough representation of the city’s coinage during the archaic, classical and hellenistic eras.

311
*Arcadia, Pheneos, half-stater, c. 480-470 BC, head of
Hermes with a pointed beard left, wearing petasos, rev., ram’s
head right, within incuse square, 16.8mm, 7.02g (BCD 1596,
this coin), very fine, unique and important £10,000-12,000
See also back cover illustration.
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1596.
Said to have been found in Pheneos, this coin is believed to belong to
the earliest series of coins struck in the city. For reasons which are
not known, the weight conforms to the Milesian standard which was
also used in the late Archaic period at Phlious and Kleonai. It has
been suggested that this could be due to commercial or religious contacts with cities of Asia Minor in the years around the Persian Wars.
The dating of this series is believed to be no later than the 5th century
BC as the Aeginetic standard dominated the region after that period.

312
*Arcadia, Pheneos, 1/24 stater, c. 480/70 BC, head of
Hermes with pointed beard left, wearing petasos with strap
behind head, rev., ram’s head right within incuse square,
8.6mm, 0.48g (BCD 1597, this coin), flan chip at 7 o’clock
otherwise very fine and extremely rare
£400-500
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1597.

313
*Arkadia, Pheneos, diobol, c. late 5th century BC, Hermes,
bearded and nude, with winged feet, wearing petasos and
cloak, running left and holding a ram over his right arm, rev.,
kerykeion, Ι Δ (=diobolon) on either side, within incuse
square, 13.5mm, 1.90g (BCD 1598, this coin; BMC –; SNG
Cop -; Gorny and Mosch 164, lot 160, same dies), about very
fine and extremely rare, second known example £600-800
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1598.
The coin in this lot and the following both denote the denomination
on the reverse, clearly marking the city’s break from the Milesian
standard. This issue is thought to be parallel with the denominationally marked silver from Sikyon in the 5th century BC.

314
*Arkadia, Pheneos, obol, c. late 5th century BC, Hermes
nude, wearing petasos, standing right with his left foot on
rock and right hand on hip, rev., kerykeion, Ο (=obolon) to
right, within incuse square, 10.9mm, 0.93g (BCD 1599, this
coin; SNG Cop -; CNG e-234, lot 79, same dies), obverse off
centre, otherwise very fine and very rare
£500-700
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1599.
Only three examples of this type are known, one of which is in the
British Museum (but not in BMC) and all are from the same dies.

315
*Arkadia, Pheneos, triobol, c. late 5th century BC, head of
Hermes left, petasos suspended behind with cord, rev.,
ΦΕΝΙΚΟΝ, bull feeding to right, 2.51g (BCD 1600, this coin;
BMC 1), flan chip at 6 o’clock, some marks, fine and extremely rare
£200-300
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1600.

316
*Arkadia, Pheneos, c. 370-340 BC, obol, bust of young
Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended behind
with cord, rev., ram standing right, ΦΕ above, ΑΡ below,
11mm, 0.89g (BCD 1604, this coin; Essays Kraay-Morkholm,
J. Warren, Kato Klitoria Hoard 75, this coin); Weber 4316,
same obverse die), reverse off-centre, good very fine and
rare
£300-400
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1608; Kato Klitoria Hoard
of 1980.

318
*Arkadia, Pheneos, drachm, c. 360-350 BC, head of
Demeter left, wearing wreath, triple pendant earring and
pearl necklace, rev., Hermes, nude but for cloak, seated left
on rocks, holding kerykeion, 18.5mm, 5.58g (Traité III 901,
pl. 225, 9, this coin, BCD 1616; BMC 14; Jameson 1255; SNG
Lockett 2526=Weber 4323, all from the same dies), lightly
porous, very fine, obverse better and extremely rare
£4,000-6,000
Privately acquired from BCD; Ex Garret II, NFA and Leu, October
1984, lot 230; Ex Bement collection, Naville 7, June 1924, lot 1288;
Ex Pozzi collection, Naville I, April 1921, lot 1951
The rocks on which Hermes is seated have been associated with
mount Kyllene in the Peloponnese, the location of a sacred cave
where Hermes was born. The drachms of Pheneos are known to be
rarer than the staters and all known examples are struck from a single pair of dies.

317
*Arkadia, Pheneos, hemiobol, c. 370-340 BC, bust of
young Hermes left, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended
behind neck, rev., ram standing left, ΦΕ above, 8.4mm, 0.45g
(unpublished), porous, fine and extremely rare £500-700

319
*Arkadia, Pheneos, hemidrachm, c. 360-350 BC, head of
Demeter left, wearing wreath, triple pendant earring and
pearl necklace, rev., ΦΕΝΙΚΟΝ, bull walking right, Π below,
2.74g (BCD 1619, this coin; BMC 15), almost very fine
£400-600

Ex CNG 81, May 2009, lot 2692.

Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1619.

320
*Achaean League, Pheneos, hemidrachm, c. 160-146 BC,
laureate head of Zeus right, rev., Achaean league monogram,
Ε Υ on either side, kerykeion below, all within laurel wreath,
2.37g (BCD 1632, this coin; Agrinion 531; Clerk 221), obverse
off centre, good fine and extremely rare
£150-200
Ex BCD collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1632.

Bronze coins of Pheneos

323
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkous, c. 370-340 BC, bust of young
Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended behind
head, rev., ΦΕ, ram standing right, 2.55g (BCD 1603, this
coin; Weber 4320, this coin; SNG Cop 272; BMC 9-11), minor
dent on reverse as a result of the striking process, otherwise
good very fine
£100-150
321
*Arcadia, Pheneos (5), comprising chalkous, c. late 5th
century BC, forepart of ram right, rev., Φ Ε flanking
kerykeion, 1.31g (BCD 1601; BMC 6); chalkous, c. 360350/40 BC, head of Hermes right, rev., ram standing right,
ΦΕ above, 2.61g (BCD 1614.1; Weber 4318); AE 12.5mm, c.
360-50/40 BC, similar to the last, 1.31g (unpublished);
dichalkon, c. 350/40 BC, head of Demeter right, rev., Φ Ε
flanking kerykeion, 4.03g (BCD 1625.1; BMC 20);
dichalkon, c. 300-240 BC, bust of Artemis Heurippa right,
rev., ΦΕΝΕΩΝ, mare feeding right, countermarked below
with a bunch of grapes hanging from a kerykeion right, 3.89g
(BCD 1627), mainly good fine or better (5)
£200-300
Privately acquired from BCD.

Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1603; V.M. Brand, part 7,
Sotheby’s, October 1984, lot 308 (part) and Sir H. Weber, acquired
from Dracopoulos in Athens, 1885.

324
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkous, c. 370-340 BC, bust of young
Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended behind
head, rev., ΦΕ, ram standing right, Σ below, 2.45g (BCD
1607.2, this coin; Traité III 894), good very fine £100-150
Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1607.2; Peus 328, May
1990, lot 105.

325
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkoi (3), c. 370-340 BC, bust of
young Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended
behind head, rev., ram standing right, ΦΕ above, Σ below (2,
BCD 1607.2); similar to the last but kerykeion above, ΦΕ to
right (BCD 1609.1, this coin), mainly very fine (3) £100-150
Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1609.1; the remainder privately acquired from BCD.

322
*Arcadia, Pheneos (6), comprising chalkous, c. late 5th
century BC, forepart of ram right, rev., Φ Ε flanking
kerykeion, 1.33g (BCD 1601; BMC 6); dichalkon, c. 350 BC
or later, bust of young Hermes right, rev., ram standing right,
ΦΕΝΕΩΝ above, ΣΙ below, 4.17g (BCD 1611; BMC 8);
dichalkon, c. 350/40 BC, head of Demeter right, rev., Φ Ε
flanking kerykeion, E-A above, 3.55g (BCD 1625.3; SNG Cop
277); chalkous, c. 300-240 BC, bust of Artemis Heurippe
right, rev., ΦΕΝΕΩΝ, mare feeding right, countermarked
below with a bunch of grapes hanging from a kerykeion right,
2.75 (cf. BCD 1627); together with pierced dichalkoi (2), c.
300-240 BC, bust of Artemis Heurippe right, rev., ΦΕΝΕΩΝ,
mare feeding right, monograms below (BCD 1626), mainly
fair to fine (6)
£100-150

326
*Arcadia, Pheneos, dichalkon, c. 370-340 BC, bust of
young Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended
behind head, rev., ram standing right (BCD 1612, this coin);
similar to the last but chalkous, ΦΕ to right, ear of grain above
(BCD 1609.2, this coin); similar to the last (BCD 1609.3, this
coin); similar to the last but with curved branch above (BCD
1609.4, this coin), mainly fine (4)
£100-150

All privately acquired from BCD.
Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lots 1612, 1609.2, 1609.3,
1609.4.

327
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkous, c. 370-340 BC, bust of
young Hermes right, rev., ΦΕ, ram standing right, N below,
2.24g (BCD 1607.1, this coin; Laffaille 380, same dies);
chalkous, c. 300-240 BC, bust of Artemis Heurippe right,
rev., Φ Ε flanking kerykeion, all within olive wreath, 2.55g
(BCD 1628, this coin; BMC 21); chalkous, c. 300-240 BC,
head of Artemis Heurippe right, rev., hound running right,
ΦΕ above, syrinx below, 2.39g (BCD 1629, this coin; Traité III,
905), all three rare, mainly very fine (3)
£150-250
Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lots 1607.1, 1628 and 1629.

331
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkous, c. 360/50-340 BC, head of
Hermes wearing petasos right, rev., ΦΕ, ram standing right,
ear of grain above, 2.51g (BCD 1614.1; Weber 4318), very fine
£150-200
Privately acquired from BCD.

332
*Arcadia, Pheneos, dichalkon, c. 350/40-300BC, head of
Demeter left, wearing wreath, pendant, earring and necklace,
rev., Φ Ε flanking kerykeion, 4.34g (BCD 1623; BMC 19; SNG
Cop 276, all from the same obverse die), very fine £100-150
Privately acquired from BCD.

328
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkous, c. 370-340 BC, bust of young
Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended behind
head, rev., ram standing right, kerykeion above, ΦΕ to right,
12.5mm, 1.77g (BCD 1609.1), cleaned, otherwise very fine
£100-150
Privately acquired from BCD.

333
*Arcadia, Pheneos, dichalkon, c. 350/40-300BC, head of
Demeter left, rev., Φ Ε flanking kerykeion, 3.62g (BCD 1623;
BMC 19; SNG Cop 276, all from the same obverse die), very
fine
£100-150
Ex Christopher Morcom collection, CNG 76, September 2007, lot 601.

329
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkous, c. 350 BC or later, bust of
young Hermes right, rev., ram standing right, ΣΙΜΟΣ above,
ΦΕ below, 2.11g (BCD 1610; Photiades Pasha 1183), very fine,
obverse about extremely fine
£100-150
Privately acquired from BCD.

330
*Arcadia, Pheneos, chalkous, c. 350 BC or later, bust of
young Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos suspended
behind head, rev., ram standing right, ΣΙΜΟΣ above, ΦΕ
below, 2.29g (BCD 1610; Photiades Pasha 1183), very fine
£100-150

334
*Arcadia, Pheneos, dichalkon, c. 300-240 BC, bust of
Artemis Heurippe right, wearing laurel wreath, bow and
quiver at her shoulder, rev., ΦΕΝΕΩΝ, mare feeding right,
monograms below, 4.08g (BCD 1626, this coin; BMC 24; SNG
Cop 274; Traité III, 906), good very fine with sharp details
and rare
£200-300
Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lot 1626.

Privately acquired from BCD.

335
*Arcadia, Pheneos, tetrachalkon, c. 2-1st century BC,
draped bust of Hermes right, petasos suspended behind head,
rev., ΕΠΙ ΙΕΡΕΟΣ [ΕΡΜ]Α ΞΟΟΥ, mare grazing to right, 4.45g
(BCD 1633; BMC 25), about very fine and rare
£150-200
Privately acquired from BCD.

336
*Achaean League, Pheneos, tetrachalkon, c. 191-146,
ΗΡΩΙΔΑ, Zeus nude, standing left, holding Nike in right hand
and long sceptre with his left, rev., ΑΧΑΙΩΝ ΦΕΝΕΩΝ, Achaia
seated left, holding wreath in her right hand and long sceptre
in left, 5.20g (BCD 1630, this coin; BMC 158); tetrachalkon, c.
191-146, similar to last but on obverse ΣΩΣΙΚΛ, 6.11g (BCD
1631, this coin), mainly about very fine, both very rare (2)
£100-150

339
*Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 425-420 BC, charioteer
wearing long chiton, holding goad in right hand and reins in
left, driving slow quadriga right, Nike flies left holding wreath
to crown charioteer, rev., head of Arethusa right, wearing
lion-head pendant and spiral earring, hair bound in ampyx,
four dolphins around, 17.37g (Boehringer 705.7, this coin;
Dewing 833; Morgan 140, this coin; SNG ANS 237), obverse
struck from worn dies otherwise very fine
£1,500-2,000
Ex Roland Maly collection, LHS 100, Zürich, April 2007, lot 185; JP
Morgan, Hess-Leu 9, Luzern, April 1958, lot 82; O’Hagan collection,
Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, London, May 1908, lot 202.

Ex BCD Collection, LHS 96, May 2006, lots 1630 and 1631.

337
*Uncertain mainland Greece, chalkous, 4th century BC,
goat or ram running right, rev., T in linear square, 11.4mm,
1.64g (unpublished), very fine and apparently unique
£100-150
Ex Christopher Morcom collection, CNG 76, September 2007, lot 609.
It is believed that this issue is from mainland Greece as the ram on
the obverse was commonly used in the issues of Pheneos and Pellene.
This coin also shares a very similar reverse to the issues of Phlious
(cf. BCD 96-97) and Tegea (BCD 1721).

Other properties
338
Sicily, Naxos, hemilitrae (2), c. 460-430 BC, bearded
head of Dionysos right, wearing ivy wreath, rev., kantharos
within border of six pellets (Cahn 97); hemidrachm, c. 420403 BC, head of river god Assinos left, wearing ivy wreath,
rev., Silenos squatting on ground, holding kantharos and two
crossed sticks, 1.42g (Cahn 117); litra, c. 420-403 BC, head of
Dionysos left, wearing ivy wreath, rev., bunch of grapes on
vine, 0.78g (Cahn 138); AE onkia, c. 410-403 BC, diademed
male head right, rev., vine leaf, pellet on stem, N-A in field,
0.98g (Cahn 148 var.; Calciati 2), mainly very fine,
hemidrachm fine with some corrosion (5)
£500-700

340
*Sicily, Syracuse, dekadrachm, by Kimon, c. 405-400 BC,
fast quadriga driven left by charioteer who holds goad over
horses in extended right hand and reins in left; above, Nike
flies right holding wreath to crown charioteer; on upper side
of exergual line, signature, [ΚΙΜΩΝ] in small letters; below, in
exergual area, on two steps, panoply of arms, below ΑΘΛΑ,
rev., [ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩ], head of Arethusa left, her hair in ampyx
and held in a net, wearing single tear-drop earring and pearl
necklace, K on ampyx; four dolphins around head with that
below bearing artist’s full signature, ΚΙΜΩΝ, 43.36g, die axis
11 o’clock (Jongkees 3p, this piece; Rizzo pl. 52, 3; SNG
Lockett 998, all from the same dies), usual capillary die flaw
on reverse, minor marks, good very fine to about extremely
fine and rare
£30,000-50,000
See also enlargement on inside front cover.
Ex Denyse Bérend collection (before 1985); Münzen and Medaillen
XXV, Basel, November 1962, lot 419; duplicate of the Bibliothèque
Nationale (J. de Foville, Choix des monnaies grecques du Cabinet de
France, RN 1913, pl I, 173, this piece).

341
Sicily, Syracuse, under Pyrrhus (278-275 BC), 5 litrae,
wreathed head of Persephone right; star behind, rev., Athena
Alkidemos advancing left, 5.35g (cf. SNG ANS 832), cracked
and repaired behind head of Persephone, otherwise very fine
£100-150

346
Italy, Calabria, Tarentum, didrachms (3), naked youth on
horseback right, rev., Phalanthos on dolphin; together with
drachm, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing
right, head facing, ZOP and olive branch to right (HN Italy
975), mainly fine to about very fine (4)
£200-300

Ex Hugh Griffin collection.

342
*Sicily, Siculo-Punic, tetradrachm, c. 320-300 BC,
wreathed head of Tanit left, wearing triple pendant earring
and necklace, four dolphins around rev., horse’s head left,
palm tree right, Punic script below, 17.11g (Jenkings 150),
extremely fine
£3,000-4,000

343
*Italy, Calabria, Tarentum, didrachm, c. 430-425 BC,
oikist seated left, holding kantharos and staff, rev.,
Phalanthos riding dolphin right, shell below, 7.69g (FischerBossert group 17, 245; Vlasto 212), fine, reverse better
£150-200

347
*Thessaly, Larissa, drachm, c. 405/0-370 BC, head of the
nymph Larissa facing slightly left, hair floating freely, rev.,
horse grazing left, 5.90g (BCD Thessaly 1139 v.; Lorber &
Shahar, The Silver Facing Head Coins of Larissa, group 1
(O6/R6)), on good metal, very fine
£100-150

348
*Kings of Macedon, Philip II (359-336 BC), posthumous gold stater, Pella, c. 323-315 BC, laureate head of Apollo
right, rev., biga driven right, trident and monogram below,
8.52g (Le Rider 581), minor scrape and ex-mount, otherwise
very fine
£1,200-1,500

349
*Kings of Macedon, Alexander III (336-323), gold distater, Amphipolis, c. 330-320 BC, head of Athena right wearing necklace and crested Corinthian helmet decorated with
serpent, rev., Nike standing left, holding wreath and stylis;
thunderbolt in field, 17.24g (Price 163; Troxell 535, all from
the same dies), some light scratches in fields and on face of
Athena, minor scrape on helmet otherwise extremely fine
and rare
£8,000-12,000

344
*Italy, Calabria, Tarentum, didrachm, c. 365-355 BC,
naked youth on horseback right, herm to right, rev.,
Phalanthos on dolphin left, holding oinochoe, 7.79g (FischerBossert 559; Vlasto 408), some marks, very fine and toned
£100-150

Ex Denyse Bérend collection (before 1985).

345
*Italy, Calabria, Tarentum, didrachm, c. 315-302 BC,
naked warrior on horseback right, holding round shield and
spear, ΣΑ below, rev., Phalanthos on dolphin left, holding
kantharos and trident, dolphin below, 7.85g (Fischer-Bossert
831; Vlasto 623), small cut at 6 o’clock on reverse, otherwise
very fine and toned
£100-150

350
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 490 BC, head of Athena
right, wearing crested Attic helmet, rev., ΑΘΕ, owl standing
right, head facing, olive sprig on left, 16.92g (Seltman group
G, 155; BMC 4; Asyut 332), on a short flan, very fine and rare
£700-800

351
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive sprig
and crescent behind, all within incuse square, 17.16g (Kroll 8;
SNG Cop 31), minor pitting, extremely fine
£700-800

352
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square, 16.07g
(Kroll 8; SNG Cop 31), light test mark on obverse, irregular
edge, otherwise about extremely fine, toned
£700-800

356
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square,17.15g
(Kroll 8; SNG Cop 31), minor pitting on cheek of Athena, very
fine
£150-200

357
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square, 17.17g
(Kroll 8; SNG Cop 31), very fine
£150-200
358
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (4), c. 430 BC or later, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square, mainly
fair to good fine, one harshly cleaned and other with small
test cut (4)
£400-500

353
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square, 17.09g
(Kroll 8; SNG Cop 31), good very fine, toned
£400-600

359
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (3), c. 430 BC or later, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square, first fine,
others about very fine, one with two shallow punches (3)
£300-400

354
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square, 17.10g
(Kroll 8; SNG Cop 31), good very fine and toned £250-300

360
*Attica, Athens, fourrée tetradrachm, c. 405 BC, emergency
issue, head of Athena right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl
standing right, olive sprig and crescent behind, within incuse
square, 13.68g (Flament p. 118-20), pierced, very fine with
the majority of the silvering still present
£150-200

355
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 430 BC, head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right, olive
sprig and crescent behind, all within incuse square, 17.11g
(Kroll 8; SNG Cop 31), insignificant pitting on cheek of
Athena, otherwise very fine and toned
£200-250

361
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 353-294 BC, head of
Athena right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right,
olive sprig and crescent behind, 17.13g (Kroll 22; SNG Cop
64), on a typically thicker flan for this issue, very fine
£100-150

362
*Attica, Athens, hemidrachm, c. 454-404 BC, head of
Athena right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing facing
between two olive branches, 2.08g (SNG Cop 44-8), very fine
£150-200
363
Attica, Athens, new-style tetradrachms (2), head of Athena
right wearing Attic helmet, rev., owl standing right on
amphora, eagle standing on thunderbolt in left field, magistrates Sosandros and Dositheos with Charias (Thompson 458
and 867), about very fine (2)
£200-300
364
Attica, Athens, new style tetradrachms (2), helmeted head
of Athena right, rev., owl standing right on amphora, facing;
first with bow and quiver, magistrates Damon, Sosikrates and
Theodoros (Thompson 727); second with Pegasos grazing,
magistrates Aristion, Philon and Hegias (Thompson 964a),
mainly fine to about very fine (2)
£200-300

368
*Rhodian Mercenaries, drachm c. 172-168 BC, Third
Macedonian War issue, uncertain mint in Thessaly or
Macedonia, Hermias magistrate, head of Helios facing slightly right, rev., rose, magistrate’s name above, Ι Ω across, 2.75g
(SNG Keckman 793; Price, Larissa pl. LV, 247), extremely
fine and toned
£150-200

369
*Rhodian Mercenaries, drachm c. 172-168 BC, Third
Macedonian War issue, uncertain mint in Thessaly or
Macedonia, Hermias magistrate, head of Helios facing slightly right, rev., rose, magistrate’s name above, Ι Ω across, 2.66g
(SNG Keckman 793; Price, Larissa pl. LV, 247), extremely
fine
£150-200
370
Islands off Caria, Rhodes, didrachms (2); drachm, magistrate Stasion; and hemidrachm, magistrate Antaios, fair to
good fine (4)
£100-150

365
*Islands off Caria, Rhodes, didrachm, c. 250-229 BC,
radiate head of Helios facing three quarters right, rev., rose
and bud, Mnasimachos above, 6.54g (BMC 143; SNG Cop
765; Ashton 208; SNG Keckman 537), about extremely fine
and toned
£200-300

366
*Islands off Caria, Rhodes, didrachm, c. 250-229 BC,
radiate head of Helios facing three quarters right, rev., rose
and bud, Timotheos above, 6.64g (BMC 150; SNG Cop 767;
Ashton 209; SNG Keckman 540), slightly off centre, very fine
£150-200

367
*Islands off Caria, Rhodes, drachm, c. 188-170 BC, radiate head of Helios right, rev., rose and bud, star in lower left
field, Stasion above, all within incuse square, 3.03g (Jenkins,
Group A, 9; SNG Cop 831), corrosion on upper reverse field,
otherwise good very fine and toned
£100-150

371
Mysia, Parion, drachms (46), c. late 5th century BC, gorgoneion facing with protruding tongue, rev., rough incuse
punch, mainly fair to about very fine (46)
£800-1,000

372
*Kings of Syria, Seleukos I (312-281 BC), tetradrachm,
Antioch on the Orontes mint, c. 300 BC, head of Herakles
right, wearing lion skin, rev., Zeus seated left on throne, holding Nike and sceptre, monogram in left field and below
throne, 17.07g (SC 13.1), very fine
£300-400

378
Persis, Artaxerxes II (1st century BC), drachm, 3.82g
(Alram 570), good very fine, weak reverse; drachms of
Oxathres (Alram 579) and Namopat (2, Alram 599) and
diobol of Pakorus I, 1.25g (Alram 589), mainly good very
fine, some with weaknesses (5)
£300-400
373
*Kings of Egypt, Arsinoë II, wife of Ptolemy II, struck
under Ptolemy VI or VIII, gold octadrachm, Alexandria, c.
180-116 BC, diademed and veiled head right, wearing
stephane, lotus-tipped sceptre over shoulder, K to left, rev.,
double cornucopiae bound with fillet, 27.26g (Svoronos 1499;
SNG Cop 322), three small holes around edge from mount
otherwise good very fine
£2,000-3,000
374
Kings of Parthia, drachms (3), comprising Mithradates III,
c. 87-80 BC, Rhagae (Shore 123; Sellwood 31.6); Mithradates
IV, c. 58-55 BC, Mithradatkart (Sellwood 40.2); Orodes II, c.
57-38 BC, Rhagae (Shore 262; Sellwood 48.10); together with
tetrachalkos of Mithradates II, c. 123-88 BC, Ecbatana (Shore
91; Sellwood 24.33); Sasanian, Shapur I, ¼ unit (Göbl 27)
and Shapur II, 1/6 unit (Göbl 117), mainly very fine or better,
the last two fair (6)
£300-400

375
*Achaemenid Kings of Persia, temp. Darios I, double
daric, after 322 BC, workshop east of Babylon, the Great King
advancing right, holding bow and spear, rev., striated oblong
incuse, 16.67g (cf. BMC 3-5), weak strike due to striking or
planchet defect, fine
£1,000-1,500
The coin described above appears to be of a much cruder workmanship than the typical examples known. The edge of the coin appears
rounded. It has a diameter of 14.9mm and a thickness of 7.0 mm,
making it smaller but thicker than the examples studied. The BMC
catalogue mentions examples which have their edges hammered or
rounded and which belong to a group with cruder workmanship, suggesting they may have been made farther east than Babylon.

376
Persis, unknown king (2nd century BC), drachm, king’s
head right with rosette before, rev., fire altar flanked by king
and standard, 3.73g (Alram pl. 18, NB1); and drachm attributed to Darius I, 3.93g (Alram 554), both good very fine (2)
£180-220
377
Persis, Darius II, drachm (Alram 564); drachms of
Artaxerxes II (Alram 570, overstruck on a Republican denarius serratus) and Oxathres (Alram 582); hemidrachms of
Namopat (2, Alram 601 and 604) and Manchithr III (cf.
Alram 646 for drachm); and diobol of unknown king, 1.22g
(cf. Alram 621), mainly very fine (7)
£300-400

379
*Sasanian, Ardashir I (223/4-240), drachm, mint C
‘Ctesiphon,’ diademed and crowned bust of Ardashir right,
rev., fire altar with diadems, 4.30g (Göbl type III; Saeedi 49),
good very fine
£300-400
380
Sasanian, Narses (293-303), drachm, 3.73g (Göbl 76);
Hormazd II (303-309), drachm, 3.15g (Göbl 85), very fine,
slightly clipped (2)
£120-150

381
*Sasanian, Peroz I (459-484), gold dinar, ‘AS’ mint
(probably Asuristan), bust of Peroz right, wearing winged
crown, rev., fire altar flanked by attendants, 4.14g (cf. Göbl
172; Saeedi 73), minor marks, slightly bent flan otherwise
extremely fine
£2,000-2,500
382
NO LOT
383
India, Kushan, AE tetradrachms (40), mainly issues of
Vima Kadphises (100-127/8), mainly fair (40) £200-250

384
*India, Kushan, Kanishka (127/8-152), gold dinar, mint
A, caped and crowned Kanishka standing left, holding goad
and sceptre, sacrificing over flaming altar, rev., Miiro
(Mithra), nimbate and diademed, standing, facing left, holding sword and raising right hand, tamgha to left, 7.96g (Göbl
56), good extremely fine
£1,500-1,800

385
*India, Kushan, Huvishka (152-192), dinar, nimbate
and crowned bust of king left, holding sceptre and spear, rev.,
goddess Ardoksho standing left, holding cornucopiae, tamgha
to left, 7.96g (Mitchiner 3196-7v; Göbl 285), extremely fine
and scarce
£500-700

386
*India, Kushan, Xodesha (255-275), dinar, diademed
and crowned king standing left, holding trident and sceptre,
rev., Siva, nimbate, standing facing, holding wreath in right
hand and trident in left, behind, the bull Nandi standing left,
7.79g (Göbl 662), about extremely fine
£700-800

387
*India, Kushan, Vasudeva II (290-310), scyphate gold
dinar, Vasudeva, nimbate, diademed and crowned, standing
left, flames on shoulder, sacrificing over altar and holding trident, rev., Siva, nimbate, standing facing, in front of bull
Nandi, holding trident and wreath, tamgha to left, 8.07g
(Göbl 693), extremely fine
£700-800

388
*India, Kushano-Sasanian, Vahran III (356-410),
scyphate gold dinar, king standing left, sacrificing over altar
and holding trident, tamgha to right, rev., Siva standing facing, holding trident, behind, Nandi the bull standing left,
7.81g (Göbl 725), reverse struck from a worn die, very fine
£500-600
389
Indo-Scythians, Azes II (35 BC-5 AD), tetradrachms
(39), king on horseback right, rev., various reverse types with
Pallas Athena or Zeus and various monograms, mainly fine to
very fine (39)
£800-1,000

390
*Hunnic Tribes, Hephthalites, Vasu Deva and
Mardanshah, drachm, based on the types of Khusru II, c.
730 AD, crowned bust of king facing, Pahlavi legend around
border, rev., bust of Anahita facing, 3.30g (Mitchiner 1563;
Göbl 212-216), very fine and rare
£400-600

--------------------------391
Copies, comprising Athenian dekadrachms (2, FischerBossert F30 and F90), dekadrachm of Syracuse, and AR
tetradrachms (4) of Kamarina, Siculo-Punic, Olynthos and
Arsinoë II, mainly very fine to extremely fine
£200-300

Roman and Byzantine Coins

392
*Julius Caesar and A. Hirtius Praetor, aureus, 46 BC,
Rome, veiled female head right, rev., lituus, jug and axe,
8.02g (Crawford 466/1; Calicò 37c), minor marks otherwise
about very fine
£2,000-2,500

399
*Justinian I (527-565), solidus, officina A, helmeted and
cuirassed bust facing slightly right, holding spear over shoulder and shield, rev., angel standing facing, holding long cross
and globus cruciger, star to right, 4.35g (S. 137), good very
fine
£300-350

393
Sestertii (41), comprising issues of Marcus Aurelius, Lucius
Verus, Faustina Junior (2), Septimius Severus (4), Julia
Domna, Severus Alexander (18), Julia Mamaea (6),
Maximinus I (2), Gordian III (5), Herennia Etruscilla, mainly fine to about very fine (41)
£1,000-1,200
400
*Justinian I, solidus, officina S, helmeted and cuirassed
bust facing slightly right, holding spear over shoulder and
shield, rev., angel standing facing, holding long cross and
globus cruciger, star to right, 4.43g (S. 137), extremely fine
£300-350
394
*Lucilla (163-181), aureus, c. 164-169, draped bust right,
rev., VOTA PVBLI-CA within wreath, 7.08g (Cohen 97; Calico
2219), very fine
£3,500-4,000

395
*Honorius (393-423), solidus, pearl-diademed, helmeted
and cuirassed bust facing slightly right, holding spear over
shoulder and shield, rev., Constantinopolis seated facing,
head right, foot on prow, holding sceptre and Victory on
globe, 4.39g (RIC 8; Depeyrot 55/2), very fine
£350-400
396
Folles (36), comprising issues of Diocletian (2),
Maximianus (4), Constantius (2), Maxentius (28); together
with an Armenia kardez of Levon II, mainly fair to very fine
(37)
£200-300
397
Late Roman issues (4), of Constantine I, Rome and Siscia,
(RIC 287; 261); Licinius, Siscia (RIC 229a); together with city
commemorative issue, time of Constantine I, Antioch (RIC
114), all extremely fine (4)
£100-150
398
Miscellaneous, ancient coins in silver (12), including
Republican denarii of L. Axius (cf. Cr. 400/1), plated, and M.
Baebius (Cr. 236/1), Dacian barbarous denarii (3) and
Coriosolite billon stater, and in bronze (100) including some
of the Black Sea area, mainly fair to fine and including some
copies; with a bronze arrow head and a Roman lead slingshot
(114)
£250-350

401
*Justin II (565-578), solidus, officina S, diademed, helmeted and cuirassed bust facing, holding globe surmounted by
Victory and shield, rev., Constantinopolis seated facing, head
right, holding spear and globus cruciger, 4.41g (S. 345),
minor mark on reverse otherwise about extremely fine
£250-300

402
*Phocas (602-610), solidus, officina E, crowned, draped
and cuirassed bust facing, holding globus cruciger, rev., angel
standing facing, holding globus cruciger and staff surmounted by Christogram, 4.48g (S. 620), good very fine £250-300
403
Heraclius (610-641), tremissis, Constantinople, diademed,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev., cross, 1.38g (S. 787),
fine; together with Michael VII (1071-1078), 2/3 miliaresion
(S. 1876); imitations (2) of Manuel I (1143-1180), silver
aspron trachy (cf. S. 1966) and John II, asper (cf. S. 2609),
mainly fine or better (3)
£150-200
Formerly in the collection of Carroll F. Wales (1918-2007)

404
Byzantine solidi (2), of Heraclius and Heraclius
Constantine, both mounted on frame, together with pierced
Venetian ducat, total weight 15.67g, first two good fine, ducat
fair, all polished (3)
£300-400
410
*Justinian II, first reign (685-695), solidus, officina Γ, c.
687-692, crowned bust of Justinian II, with short beard,
wearing chlamys and holding globus cruciger, rev., cross
potent on three steps, 4.31g (S. 1247; DOC 6 var. (unlisted
officina); MIB 7), good very fine
£300-400
405
*Constans II (641-668), solidus, officina A, crowned and
draped bust facing, holding globus cruciger, rev., cross potent
on three steps, 4.36g (S. 956), extremely fine
£350-400

406
*Constans II, solidus, officina B, crowned and draped bust
facing, holding globus cruciger, rev., cross potent on three
steps, 4.34g (S. 956), extremely fine
£300-400

Formerly in the collection of Carroll F. Wales (1918-2007)

411
*John V Palaeologus with John VI (1341-1391), hyperpyron, c. 1347-1353, nimbate half figure of The Theotokos
orans, within city walls with four towers, rev., Christ
Pantokrator standing between John V and John VI blessing
them, 3.41g (S. 2526; DOC 1193 v.), clipped, flan crack, nearly very fine, typical crude strike
£200-300
Formerly in the collection of Carroll F. Wales (1918-2007)

407
*Constans II, solidus, officina S, crowned and draped bust
facing, holding globus cruciger, rev., cross potent on three
steps, 4.49g (S. 956), extremely fine
£300-350

408
*Constans II, semissis, pearl-diademed, draped and
cuirassed bust right, rev., cross potent on globe, 2.21g (S.
983), extremely fine for issue
£200-300

409
*Constantine IV (668-685), solidus, officina Θ, helmeted
and cuirassed bust facing slightly right, with short beard,
holding spear and shield, rev., cross potent between
Heraclius and Tiberius, 4.44g (S. 1154), about extremely fine
£350-400

412
Manuel II Palaeologus (1391-1423), half hyperpyra (2),
facing bust of Christ, rev., facing bust of Manuel (S. 2549);
together with quarter hyperpyra (2, S. 2551), mainly fine to
very fine (4)
£200-300
Formerly in the collection of Carroll F. Wales (1918-2007)

413
*Byzantine, lead seal, c. 5-6th century AD, cruciform monograms on both sides, 15.8mm, fine
£60-80
414
Books: Byzantine Lead Seals by G. Zacos, Volume Two, edited by John W. Nesbitt, two parts, part I: text 543pp., part II:
100 plates, Benteli Publishers, 1984, untouched mint condition copy
£200-300

A Collection of Roman and Byzantine solidi
From a Swiss collection formed in the 1970s

415
*Leo I (457-474), solidus, officina B, helmeted bust facing
slightly right, holding spear and shield, rev., Victory standing
left holding long cross, star to right, 4.45g (RIC 605), scratch
on obverse field, flaw on dress of Victory otherwise good
very fine
£250-300

416
*Zeno (476-491), solidus,officina A, helmeted bust facing
slightly right, holding spear and shield, rev., Victory standing
left holding long cross, star to right, 4.43g (RIC 911), scratch
on obverse field, minor waviness, otherwise good very fine
£250-300

417
*Justinian I (527-565), solidus, officina I, helmeted bust
facing holding globus cruciger and shield, rev., angel standing, holding long cross and globus cruciger, 3.90g (DOC 9; S.
140), clipped, very fine
£200-250

418
*Justin II (565-578), solidus, officina Θ, helmeted bust facing, holding globe surmounted by Victory and shield, rev.,
Constantinopolis seated facing right, holding spear and
globus cruciger, 4.44g (DOC 4; S.345), good very fine
£200-250

419
*Tiberius II Constantine (578-582), solidus, officina E,
crowned bust facing, holding globus cruciger and shield, rev.,
cross potent on four steps, 4.34g (DOC 4; S.422), graffiti on
reverse, good very fine
£200-250

420
*Tiberius II Constantine, solidus, officina H, crowned
bust facing, holding globus cruciger and shield, rev., cross
potent on four steps, 4.46g (DOC 4; S.422), very fine
£200-250

421
*Maurice Tiberius (583-602), solidus, officina Δ, helmeted bust facing, holding globus cruciger, rev., angel standing,
holding long cross and globus cruciger, 4.52g (DOC 5; S.478),
some deposits, good very fine
£200-250

422
*Maurice Tiberius, solidus, officina H, helmeted bust facing, holding globus cruciger, rev., angel standing, holding
long cross and globus cruciger, 4.45g (DOC 5; S.478), weakness around 9 o’clock, otherwise good very fine £200-250

423
*Maurice Tiberius, semissis, diademed, draped bust right,
rev., Victory advancing right, looking left, holding wreath and
globus cruciger, 2.20g (DOC 10; S. 484), good very fine
£100-150

424
*Heraclius (610-641) with Heraclius Constantine,
solidus, officina E, c. 616-625, crowned facing busts with
cross between, rev., cross potent on three steps, 4.40g (DOC
13; S.738), minor weakness at 2 o’clock, otherwise very fine
£200-250

427
Solidi (4), comprising Zeno (RIC 910, clipped), Phocas (S.
621) and Heraclius with Heraclius Constantine (2, S. 734);
together with tremissis of Zeno (RIC 922), solidus of Phocas
plugged, otherwise mainly fine to very fine (5) £800-1,000
425
*Heraclius with Heraclius Constantine, solidus, c. 616625, crowned facing busts with cross between, rev., cross
potent on three steps, I to right, 4.50g (DOC 14d; S.739),
weakness in upper right field, otherwise very fine £200-250

428
Solidi (4), comprising Honorius (RIC 35c), Maurice
Tiberius (S. 478) and Heraclius with Heraclius Constantine
(2, S. 737 and S. 749), solidus of Honorius plugged, otherwise
mainly about very fine (4)
£700-900
429
Solidi (4), comprising Zeno (RIC 910, clipped), Justinian I
(S. 140), Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine (S. 734) and
Constantine IV (S. 1156), solidus of Justinian slightly bent,
otherwise mainly very fine (4)
£800-900

426
*Constantine IV (668-685), solidus, officina B, helmeted
bust facing slightly right, holding spear and shield, rev., cross
potent between Heraclius and Tiberius, each holding globus
cruciger, 4.37g (DOC 8; S.1154), obverse off centre, about
extremely fine
£250-300

Starting no earlier than 3.00pm
ISLAMIC COINS

430
*Arab-Sasanian, Khusraw II type, drachm, GD (Jayy)
YE37, with bismillah in obverse margin, 2.92g (Walker p.15,
RB.3), clipped to the weight of a post-reform dirham, very
fine
£120-150

432
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abdallah, drachm, DA (Darabjird) 43h,
3.03g (SICA I, 237), evenly clipped, otherwise good very fine
and scarce
£120-150

Two varieties are known from Jayy in this year: the present type with
bismillah and another reading rabbi Allah.

431
*Arab-Sasanian, Khusraw II type, drachm, NHR (possibly Nahr Tira?) YE35, with lillah in obverse margin, 2.40g
(Album A6), cracked, fair to fine and extremely rare, apparently unpublished
£150-200

433
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abdallah b. ‘Amir, drachm, DA
(Darabjird) 43h, rev., star to left and crescent to right of altar
flames, 3.58g (Walker p.48, Th.7 var.), almost extremely
fine, scarce
£100-150

434
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abdallah b. ‘Amir, drachm, BYŠ
(Bishapur) 44h, standard name legend, 3.03g (SICA I, 113),
small patch of staining on obverse, good very fine and scarce
£150-200

439
*Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, drachm, YZ
(Yazd) 52h, with bismillah – rabbi in margin, 3.06g (SICA I,
484), very fine and scarce
£150-200

435
*Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, drachm, ART
(Ardashir Khurra) 51h, with bismillah rabbi in second
obverse marginal quadrant, 2.64g (SICA I, 13), clipped, some
staining, almost very fine and scarce
£120-150

440
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm,
AKWLA (Aqola, near al-Kufa) 62h, 2.93g (SICA I, 2-4),
clipped to the weight of a post-reform dirham, about very
fine and toned
£150-200

436
Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, drachm, DA
(Darabjird) 43h, 4.11g (SICA I, 239), toned, almost extremely
fine; Farroxzad, AE pashiz, Gur 104h, 1.94g (Gyselen 16),
fair (2)
£120-150

441
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, DŠ
(Dasht Maysan) 59h, 3.19g (SICA p.16, note 64), some hoardstaining, almost very fine and scarce
£150-200

437
*Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, drachm, NY
(Nihawand) 54h, with bismillah – rabbi in margin, 3.07g
(SICA I, 347), light deposit, good very fine
£120-150

442
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, DŠ
(Dasht Maysan) 60h, 3.23g (SICA I, 280-282), some staining,
otherwise very fine
£120-150

438
*Arab-Sasanian, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, drachm, ST
(Istakhr) 54h, with bismillah – rabbi in margin, 3.06g
(Walker ETN.8), very fine and scarce
£120-150

443
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, DŠ
(Dasht Maysan) 61h, 4.05g (SICA I, p.16, note 64), good very
fine
£150-200

444
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, DŠT
(Dasht Maysan) 62h, 2.96g (SICA I -; Walker p.70, I.38), light
deposit, almost very fine and scarce
£150-200

445
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, DŠT
(Dasht Maysan) 63h, 2.93g (SICA I, 284-285), clipped to the
weight of a post-reform dirham, otherwise good very fine
£120-150

449
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, YZ
(Yazd) 60h, with traces of additional word or letter in third
obverse quadrant, 2.97g (SICA I, p.16, note 64; date recorded
in Gaube’s tables), clipped, very fine and rare
£150-200

450
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachms (2), YZ
(Yazd) 62h and GD (Jayy) 62h, 3.01, 3.03g (SICA I, p.16, note
64, 293ff), both clipped, almost very fine, the first piece
scarce (reverses illustrated) (2)
£200-300
451
Arab-Sasanian drachms (7), comprising ‘Ubaydallah b.
Ziyad, BCRA (al-Basra) 59h, 60h, 61h, 62h and ‘Umar b.
‘Ubaydallah, BYŠ (Bishapur) 68h, 69h, 70h, very fine to
about extremely fine (7)
£300-400

446
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, NY
(Nihawand?) 58h, 3.06g (Walker p. 67, I.33), lightly clipped,
otherwise almost extremely fine
£120-150

452
*Arab-Sasanian, Salm b. Ziyad, drachm, SK (Sijistan)
56h, 2.99g (Walker p.77, 122), clipped, almost very fine and
scarce
£120-150
447
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, SYWN
(unlocated mint) 60h, 2.98g (SCC 74), clipped, otherwise
good very fine and rare
£150-200

453
*Arab-Sasanian, Talha b. ‘Abdallah, drachm, SK
(Sijistan) 64h, 3.25g (SCC 86), chloride deposits, almost very
fine and scarce
£150-200
448
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, WYH
(Bihqubadh) 63h, 2.95g (SICA I, p.16, note 64), evenly
clipped, otherwise good very fine and toned, rare £150-200

454
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abdallah b. al-Zubayr, drachm,
KRMAN-NAR (Narmashir) 63h, obv., in margin: bismillah
BPRWYAN, 3.83g (cf SICA I, p. 20), good fine, rare £150-200

459
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Umayya b. ‘Abdallah, drachm, BBA
(the camp mint) 77h, 2.84g (Gaube 98), clipped, very fine
and rare
£200-250
460
Arab-Sasanian drachms (4), comprising Khusraw II type
(3), BYŠ 48h and 49h (2), and Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, BYŠ 54h;
with a Sasanian drachm of Khusraw II, generally clipped or
chipped, fine and better (5)
£150-200

455
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abdallah b. al-Zubayr, drachm, YZ
(Yazd) 69h, with inverted M in third marginal quadrant, 2.78g
(SICA I, 488ff), clipped, good fine and scarce
£120-150

456
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Umar b. ‘Ubaydallah, drachm, BYŠ
(Bishapur) 70h, 4.03g (SICA I, 174ff), about extremely fine
£100-120

461
*Arab-Sasanian, Muhallab, AE pashiz, ST (Istakhr) 71h,
governor’s name before bust, 0.75g, green deposit on
obverse, otherwise good very fine for issue and apparently
unpublished
£250-300

462
*Arab-Sasanian, AE pashiz, janiform bust with APZWT to
left and unread word to right, rev., uncertain inscription
around small cross within circle, 0.77g (cf Gyselen 90), good
fine and apparently an unpublished type
£200-300
463
Arab-Sasanian AE pashiz (7), all varieties with obv., two
imperial busts, rev., cross potent on steps, generally fine (7)
£200-300

457
*Arab-Sasanian, ‘Atiya b. al-Aswad, drachm, KRMAN
(Kirman) 72h, obv., in margin: bismillah wali al-amr, 3.93g
(SICA I, p.31, note 173), good fine, rare
£150-200
464
*Arab-Byzantine, follis, Scythopolis, CKYΘO – ПOΛHC,
two enthroned figures each holding globus cruciger, rev.,
large M with cross above, ANNO to left, ЧIIO to right, NIK
below, 14.81g (Walker 1), very fine and rare
£500-800

458
*Arab-Sasanian, Khalid b. ‘Abdallah, drachm, BYŠ
(Bishapur) 73h, rev., bismillah – Muhammad rasul Allah in
margin, 3.66g (SICA I, 191), some damage and staining to
edge, very fine and toned, scarce
£150-200

465
*Arab-Byzantine, follis, Scythopolis, similar to the last,
8.57g (Walker 1), almost very fine and rare
£400-600

469
*Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, dinar, 91h, 4.25g (Walker
202), ex-mount and scrape on reverse, very fine £200-250

470
*Umayyad, temp. Sulayman, dinar, 98h, 4.26g (Walker
213), good very fine
£250-300

466
*Arab-Byzantine, follis, Scythopolis, similar to the last but
rev., legend to right resembles Arabic thalatha (‘3’) above O,
11.10g (Walker p.2, Bel. 1), very fine and rare
£400-600

467
*Arab-Bukharan, temp. Harun al-Rashid, silver
Muhammadiya drachm, without mint or date, bust right,
denomination Muhammadiya behind head, mimma amara
bihi ‘Ali below bust, Sogdian legend before face, rev., degraded fire-altar and attendants, 2.05g including fragment
(Album ‘96E’; Zeno 117759, this piece), small portion of edge
chipped away, otherwise good very fine and of the highest
rarity
£1,000-1,500

471
*Umayyad, temp. ‘Umar, thulth, 100h, 1.02g (Walker
217), clipped, very fine
£200-300

472
*Umayyad, temp. Hisham, dinar, 111h, 4.22g (Walker
231 var. [second line of obverse with Allah correctly written]),
minor marks, very fine
£250-300

The individual cited on this coin has been identified as ‘Ali b. ‘Isa b.
Mahan, governor of Khurasan under al-Rashid until 192h.

473
*Umayyad, dirham, Abrashahr 90h, rev., margin ends
mushrikun, 2.74g (Klat 4.b), scrape in obverse field, very fine
£150-200

468
*Arab-Bukharan, temp. Azkaswar II (fl. 153-180h),
hemidrachm, bust right, rev., horseman riding right, Dhu’lRiyasatayn lillah in Arabic to left, 1.68g (Rtveladze 49; cf
Artuk 21), good fine and rare
£500-700
Dhu’l-Riyasatayn was the title of al-Fadl b. Sahl, vizier under alMamun (died 202h). Azkaswar II’s dates are not known for certain,
but this seems likely to have been a posthumous issue struck by alFadl b. Sahl some years after Azkaswar himself had died.

474
Umayyad, dirhams (4), comprising Adharbayjan 105h;
Ifriqiya 114h; Sijistan 93h; Harat 91h, 2.58, 2.86, 2.87,
2.86g (Klat 24.a1, 101, 435, 654.b), first darkly toned, very
fine to almost extremely fine, all scarce (4)
£350-450

475
*Umayyad, dirham, Ifriqiya 102h, 2.45g (Klat 89),
clipped, about very fine
£120-150

482
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Jazira 132h, 2.87g (Klat 228.b),
about extremely fine
£400-600

476
*Umayyad, dirham, Ifriqiya 105h, rev., annulets oo oo
oo oo oo, 2.71g (Klat 92.b), some staining and deposit, almost
very fine and a very rare variety
£1,000-1,500

483
*Umayyad, dirham, Jayy 79h, 2.46g (Klat 253.b), almost
very fine
£180-200
484
Umayyad dirhams (7), comprising Darabjird 95h;
Mahay 93h, 95h, 97h; Manadhir 92h; Nahr Tira 95h;
Harat 91h, very fine and better (7)
£200-250

477
*Umayyad, dirham, Ifriqiya 109h, pellet below unit of
date, 2.32g (Klat 96.1), clipped and with mount removed,
good fine and rare
£300-400
485
*Umayyad, dirham, Sabur 84h, unit of date ends with
letter ‘ayn, 2.40g (Klat 420.a), clipped and reverse weak,
very fine/very good and darkly toned, scarce
£250-300

478
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Andalus 110h, 2.57g (Klat 123),
light deposit, almost very fine
£250-300
479
Umayyad dirhams (3), comprising al-Basra 128h;
Sabur 98h; Sijistan 90h, 2.91, 2.85 2.54g (Klat 175, 429.1,
432.b), first extremely fine, others almost very fine to very
fine (3)
£200-300

480
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Jazira 128h, 2.64g (Klat 224),
very fine and scarce
£150-200
481
Umayyad dirhams (3), comprising al-Jazira 129h;
Mahay 93h; al-Mubaraka 118h, very fine (3) £150-200

486
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Sus 94h, 2.84g (Klat 479), some
double-striking on obverse, very fine
£200-250

487
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Furat 81h, 2.92g (Klat 503), edge
clip and obverse double-struck, especially at mint-name,
very fine and rare
£400-500

488
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Furat 96h, 2.88g (Klat 508), very
fine, scarce
£150-200

489
*Umayyad, dirham, al-Kufa 81h, 2.67g (Klat 542), light
graffiti on obverse, almost very fine
£120-150

490
*Umayyad, dirham, Mah al-Basra 80h, 2.87g (Klat
551), almost extremely fine, rare
£400-500

491
*Umayyad, dirham, Manadhir 81h, 2.65g (Klat 612),
almost very fine, rare
£400-600

492
*Umayyad, dirham, Maysan 83h, 2.27g (Klat 632),
stained and chipped, fair to fine and rare
£200-300

493
*Umayyad, dirham, Maysan 95h, 2.86g (Klat 633), good
very fine/very fine, scarce
£200-300

494
*Umayyad, dirham, Maysan 96h, 2.73g (Klat 634), very
fine, scarce
£180-220
495
Umayyad dirhams (9), comprising al-Taymara 90h;
Dimashq 92h; Sabur 93h (3 – one with pellet below mint,
two without); Suq al-Ahwaz 94h; Mahay 90h; Manadhir
95h (ex-mount); Wasit 125h, some chipped, fine to very fine;
with Arab-Sasanian drachms (2), both ‘Ubaydallah b.
Ziyad, SK (Sijistan) 56h, fine and a Tabaristan hemidrachm of
Farrukhan, ex-mount, good fine (12)
£150-200

496
*Umayyad, lead fals, Jurjan 103h, amr Allah | al-wafa |
wa’l-‘adil, rev., bism Allah | duriba bi-Jurjan | sanat thalatha | wa mi‘at, 3.95g (Album 202), good fine and rare
£150-200

497
*Umayyad, al-Walid b. ‘Abdallah, lead fals, Jurjan
112h, amr al-amir | al-Walid bin | ‘Abdallah, rev., bism
Allah | duriba bi-Jurjan | sanat ithna ‘ashr | wa mi‘at, 2.91g
(Album 202M RRR), fine and very rare
£150-200

498
*Umayyad, fals, without mint or date, rev., citing ‘Abd al‘Ala b. ‘Abbad (apparently an unrecorded official), 2.25g,
traces of marginal legend on reverse (possibly from an
undertype?), very fine and very rare
£200-300

499
*Umayyad/Abbasid, fals, anonymous and without mint or
date, obv., la ilaha illa | Allah wahdahu | la sharik lahu (from
left to right!), rev., Muhammad | rasul | Allah, (from right to
left except rasul), 3.46g, fine and unusual, presumably a contemporary imitation
£80-120

500
*Revolutionary Period, temp. ‘Abdallah b. Mu‘awiya,
dirham, al-Taymara 128h, 2.74g (Klat 215; Wurtzel 4),
some corrosion, good fine and scarce
£300-400

501
*Revolutionary Period, temp. ‘Abdallah b. Mu‘awiya,
dirham, al-Taymara 129h, 2.88g (Klat 216; Wurtzel 4),
about very fine and rare
£400-600

502
*Revolutionary Period, temp. ‘Abdallah b. Mu‘awiya,
dirham, Jayy 127h, with mint and date in inner obverse
margin, 2.78g (Klat 268.b; Wurtzel -), good fine and rare
£700-1,000

503
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), dinar, 171h, citing Musa, 4.15g (Bernardi ), traces of mounting, almost very
fine
£200-250

506
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil, dinar, Surra man ra’a 233h,
small flan type, 4.24g (Bernardi 155Jc), slightly weak in margins, very fine to good very fine and rare
£500-700

507
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil, dinar, Madinat alMutawakkiliya 247h, 4.15g (Bernardi 158Jj), a few minor
scrapes, especially in obverse margin, otherwise very fine
and rare
£800-1,200

508
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tazz (251-255h), dinar, Surra man ra’a
252h, 4.48g (Bernardi 162Jc), extremely fine and very rare
£1,000-1,500

509
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid (256-279h), dinar, al-Rafiqa
271h, citing al-Mufawwad and Ahmad b. al-Muwaffaq, 4.25g
(Bernardi 181Hn), extremely fine, rare
£600-800

504
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tasim (218-227h), dinar, San‘a 222h,
3.41g (Bernardi 151El, citing a single example of this date),
clipped, some scratches, good fine and rare
£400-600

510
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid, dinar, al-Rafiqa 274h, legends
similar to the last, obv., swastika below, rev., additional
unread word below, 3.92g (Bernardi 181Hn), very fine
£400-600

505
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinar, al-Basra
244h, 4.02g (Bernardi 158Je), almost extremely fine
£400-600

511
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid, dinar, al-Rafiqa 275h, 3.84g
(Bernardi 181Hn), scrape in obverse field, almost extremely
fine and rare
£600-800

512
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid, dinar, Samarqand 276h, citing alMuwaffaq, 4.23g (Bernardi 177Qe), good very fine, scarce
£300-400

513
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid, dinar, San‘a 275h, 2.93g
(Bernardi 181EL), good very fine
£300-400

514
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid, dinar, San‘a 279, citing the heir
and future caliph al-Mu‘tadid, 2.93g (Bernardi 187El), almost
extremely fine
£300-400

518
*Abbasid, al-Muktafi (289-295h), dinar, Madinat alSalam 292h, 4.06g (Bernardi 226Jh), good very fine
£300-400

519
*Abbasid, al-Radi (322-329h), dinar, al-Maragha 327h,
4.00g (Bernardi 285Ke RRR), very fine or better and evenly
struck for issue, very rare
£1,000-1,500

520
*Abbasid, al-Muttaqi (329-333h), dinar, Wasit 329h,
obv., citing Abu’l-Husayn Bajkam | mawla amir almu’minin, 4.20g (Bernardi 309Jm), almost extremely fine
and rare
£1,000-1,500

515
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid, dinar, al-Kufa 272h, obv., al-nasir
li-din Allah | al-Muwaffaq billah, 4.21g (Bernardi 180Jg RR),
scratch on obverse, almost very fine and rare
£600-800

521
*Abbasid, al-Mustanjid (555-566h), dinar, Madinat alSalam 557h, 3.04g (Album 266 RR), a crude striking but
extremely fine for issue and rare
£1,000-1,500
516
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 260h,
citing Ja‘far, 4.00g (Miles -; Bernardi 173Mh), some clipping,
good fine and rare
£400-600

517
*Abbasid, al-Muktafi (289-295h), dinar, al-Basra 292h,
3.60g (Bernardi 226Je), good fine and evenly struck, rare
£500-700

522
Abbasid, al-Hadi (169-170h), dirham, al-Haruniya 170h,
citing Ibrahim and Jarir 2.80g (Lowick 880), almost very
fine, corrosion removed from reverse; al-Rashid, dirhams
(5), comprising Madinat al-Salam 170h (double reverse margin), 187h, 192h; Madinat Balkh 187h (2); al-Muhammadiya
183h citing Ja‘far, fine and better (6)
£120-150
523
Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-293h), dirhams (2),
Ifriqiya 176h, citing Nasr, and 182h, citing Muhammad al‘Akki, 2.44, 2.77g (Lowick 386, 434), fine to good fine (2)
£120-150

529
Abbasid dirhams (9), comprising: Sijistan 170h, 171h;
Madinat Zaranj 186h (?); al-Basra 198h; Madinat Samarqand
201h; Surra man ra’a 289h; Ra’s al-‘Ayn 294h; Wasit 304h
and Shiraz 320h, good fine to very fine, some scarce (9)
£180-220
524
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham,
Arminiya 184h, rev., citing Yazid b. Mazyad and al-Amin as
heir, 2.82g (Vardanyan 54 = SCC 1032; Lowick -), flan lamination on reverse, good fine and rare
£250-300

525
*Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Madinat Jayy
170h, 2.65g (Lowick 1576), dark tone and minor edge bend,
almost very fine and rare
£150-200

526
*Abbasid, al-Rashid, dirham, al-Kufa 179h, rev., with
inner marginal legend and letter ra below name of Ja‘far,
2.25g (Lowick 1129), clipped, good fine and scarce £120-150

527
*Abbasid, al-Rashid, dirham, al-Muhammadiya 184h,
annulets O oo O oo O oo, rev., citing Da‘ud and Surd, 2.99g
(Lowick 1830), toned, scrape on reverse, almost very fine
and scarce
£150-200

528
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Ma‘dan
Bajunays 191h, citing Umm Ja‘far and Da‘ud, 2.92g (Lowick
901), very fine to good very fine and rare
£200-300

530
Abbasid dirhams (6), comprising al-Rafiqa 191h; al‘Abbasiya 171h; Ma‘dan al-Shash 190h; Madinat al-Salam
175h, 179h, 204h citing Humayd, fine to very fine, last
chipped; Tahirid, Tahirid I in rebellion (205-207h),
dirham, Madinat Harat 206h (Album 1391A); Saffarid,
‘Amr b. al-Layth (265-288h), dirham, Fars 267h (Vasmer
23 var.), good fine to very fine (8)
£250-300

531
*Abbasid, al-Mamun (194-218h), dirham, al-Raqqa
199h, 2.79g (Lowick 653), edge chip, fine and rare, the earliest recorded date for dirhams from this mint
£80-120

532
*Abbasid, al-Mamun, dirham, Fars 209h, 3.00g (Lowick
2048), flan slightly buckled, very fine and rare
£150-200

533
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mamun, dirham, Misr 213h, 3.08g
(Lowick 522), about very fine, scarce
£200-250

534
*Abbasid, al-Mamun, dirham, Misr 214h, post-Reform
type, rev., li’l-Khalifa – al-Mamun, 2.90g (Lowick 523), very
fine/good fine, rare
£200-250

535
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tasim (218-227h), dirham, Misr 222h,
2.80g (Ties. 1848), fair to fine and rare
£150-200

540
*Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid (256-279h), dirham, Samarqand
279h, citing the heir al-Mu‘tadid, 3.13g (SICA 4, 591; SNAT
XVa, 694-695), very fine and scarce
£100-150

536
*Abbasid, al-Wathiq (227-232h), dirham, Surra man ra’a
228h, 2.86g (Ties. 1870), good fine
£150-200

541
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirham, Misr 307h,
2.49g (Ties. -; SCC -; SICA IV -), clipped, very fine and rare
£200-300

537
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dirham, Fars
240h, citing heir Abu ‘Abdallah, 2.65g (Album 230.2), edge
chip and some peripheral staining, generally very fine,
obverse better
£120-150

542
*Abbasid, al-Radi (322-329h), dirham, al-Rafiqa 323h,
3.07g (SICA IV, 406), small edge split, fine to good fine and
scarce
£100-150
543
Abbasid dirhams (29), mints include Madinat Isbahan
(4); Madinat Bukhara (1); Dimashq (1 – 247h); Madinat
Zaranj (1 – 190h, citing al-Qusi); Madinat Samarqand (3, one
pierced); Shiraz (1); al-Kufa (1); al-Muhammadiya (1);
Madinat al-Salam (14); Wasit (2), fine to very fine (29)
£300-400

538
*Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil, dirham, Madinat alMutawakkiliya 247h, citing al-Mu‘tazz, 2.93g (SCC 1285),
obverse flan fault and two test cuts on edge, otherwise very
fine and scarce
£120-150
544
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur (136-158h), fals,
Bizamqubadh 141h, 3.08g (Shamma p.247, 1), cleaned in the
past and now retoning, very fine and rare
£150-200

539
*Abbasid, al-Musta‘in (249-251h), dirham, alMuhammadiya 249h, 3.07g (Miles 134A); al-Muqtadir
(295-320h), dirham, Hulwan 303h, 5.42g (SCC 1530), good
fine to very fine, both scarce (2)
£180-220

545
*Abbasid, al-Mahdi (158-169h), fals, Sabur 167h, with
border of leaves on reverse, 3.06g (Shamma p.281, 9), very
fine/fine
£80-120

546
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), fulus (2), Istakhr
182h and Jurjan 184h, 1.58, 2.65g (Shamma p. 270, 14 var.,
p. 304, 12), good fine to very fine (2)
£180-220

547
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mamun (194-218h), fals, al-Rafiqa
198h, rev., Mirfaq above and unread name (Ghandal or similar) below, 3.46g (Shamma p. 157, 15 [names read as
Muwaffaq and ‘Adl]; SICA II, 1459ff [names read as Mirfaq
and ‘Adl], good very fine for issue and very rare thus
£300-400

551
*Umayyad of Spain, ‘Abd al-Rahman III, dinar, alAndalus 321h, obv., with Muhammad rasul Allah in fourth
line of field, 3.97g (Miles 200a), good very fine and rare
£1,500-2,000

552
*Umayyad of Spain, ‘Abd al-Rahman III, dinar, alAndalus 322h, 3.91g (legends as Miles 200a [dated 321h]),
struck from faulty dies, very fine or better and very rare
£1,500-2,000
Struck from the same obverse die as the previous lot.

The lower name on the reverse clearly has an additional ‘tooth’
between the initial ‘ayn and dal.

548
Abbasid fulus (13), of Istakhr (9, all dated 167h) and
Jurjan (4, dated 155h, 163h, 1x5h and 184h); with other
Islamic copper issues (6), including a pictorial bronze of the
Ayyubids of Mayyafariqin (Album 809), this very fine, others
generally fair to fine (19)
£300-400

549
*Umayyad of Spain, ‘Abd al-Rahman II (206-238h),
dirham, al-Andalus 210h, with ‘amm between second and
third lines of obverse field, 2.65g (Miles 101c), good very fine
£60-80

550
*Umayyad of Spain, ‘Abd al-Rahman III (300-350h),
dirham, Sikkat al-Andalus 318h, rev., with double margins,
1.99g (cf Miles 190a), unit of date weak, badly chipped, fine
and rare
£150-200

553
*Umayyad of Spain, al-Hakam II (350-365h), dinar,
Madinat al-Zahra 357h, obv., six-pointed star above field,
3.71g (Miles 250a), good very fine and well struck, rare
£1,200-1,500

554
*Umayyad of Spain, al-Hakam II, quarter-dinar,
Madinat al-Zahra 358h, obv., flower above field, 1.04g (Miles
251e var.), fine and rare
£400-600

555
*Umayyad of Spain, al-Hakam II, dinar, Madinat alZahra 359h, obv., octofoil above field, 4.47g (Miles 252b),
good very fine and scarce
£800-1,200

556
*Umayyad of Spain, al-Hakam II, dinar, Madinat alZahra 360h, obv., trefoil above field, rev., ornament above
field, 4.21g (Miles 253b var.), very fine and rare £700-900

557
*Umayyad of Spain, al-Hakam II, dinar, Madinat alZahra 361h, obv., trefoil above field, rev., octofoil above and
‘Amir below, 4.93g (Miles 254c var.), good very fine and rare
£800-1,200

562
*Spain, uncertain Taifas issue, base gold fractional
dinar, citing the fictitious caliph ‘Abdallah, 0.70g (cf Miles
588), good fine, scarce
£150-200

563
*Later Hudids of Murcia, al-Mutawakkil Muhammad
(621-632h), dirham, Ishbiliya nd, 1.54g (Vives 2141; Album
408), toned, very fine and rare
£200-300

564
*Nasrid of Granada, Muhammad I (630-672h), square
dirham, Jaén nd, 1.52g (Vives 2163; Lorente 52; Album
L410A RRR), slightly bent and two corners clipped, otherwise very fine and rare
£300-400
558
*Umayyad of Spain, Hisham II (366-399h), dinar, alAndalus 380h, 3.78g (Miles 286b), very fine, rare £700-900

559
*Umayyad of Spain, Hisham II, dinar, mint (Sijilmasa)
and date unclear, 4.16g (Album 353S), weak area on both
sides, otherwise very fine or better and scarce
£400-500

560
*Umayyad of Spain, Hisham II, dinar, mint (Sijilmasa)
and date unclear, 3.85g (Album 353S), good fine, scarce
£300-400

565
*Nasrid of Granada, Muhammad V (755-761h), square
double dirham, without mint or date, 2.88g (Vives 2232;
Album 411A RRR), pierced and creased, otherwise very fine
and very rare
£400-600

566
*Idrisid, Idris I (172-175h), dirham, Tajarjara 1x4h, obv.,
citing Hud between second and third lines of field, rev., citing
Idris above and ‘Ali below field, 2.16g (cf Artuk 540, dated
174h), crudely struck, date weak and decade illegible but
with very clear mint-name, fair to fine and very rare
£200-300
As well as the specimen read by Artuk as 174h, another example
example with similar legends and dated 184h is known in a private
collection.

561
*Umayyad of Spain, Sulayman, First Reign (400h),
dinar, Madinat al-Zahra 400h, 4.23g (Miles 343a var.), double-striking on obverse very fine to good very fine and rare
£1,000-1,500

567
Idrisid, Idris I, dirhams (2), Tudgha 174h and Walila 174h,
2.72, 2.58g (Album 419), very fine (2)
£100-150

568
*Aghlabid, Ibrahim I (184-196h), dirham, Ifriqiya 185h,
1.49g (al-‘Ush 171), clipped, dark surfaces, fair to fine and
rare
£200-300

574
*Almoravid, ‘Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Aghmat 535h, 4.15g
(Hazard 364), very fine, scarce
£300-400

569
Aghlabid, Muhammad II (250-261h), dinar, 254h, 4.12g
(al-‘Ush 73), fair and Ibrahim II b. Ahmad, dinars (2),
272h and 287h, both citing Ibrahim, 4.16, 3.99g (al-‘Ush 112,
139), fine to good fine (3)
£400-500
570
Aghlabid, Ibrahim II b. Ahmad (261-289h), halfdirham, no mint name (Sicily?) [2]82h, 1.39g (al-‘Ush 230;
d’Andrea et al. p.517), very good and scarce; Almoravid,
‘Ali b. Yusuf, qirat, without mint or date, 0.96g (Vives 1771),
fine (2)
£120-150

575
*Almoravid, ‘Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Madinat Fas 535h, citing
heir Tashfin, 4.11g (Hazard 377), very fine to good very fine,
scarce
£500-700

571
*Midrarid, al-Shakir Muhammad (321-347h), dinar,
no mint name (struck at Sijilmasa) 334h, 4.08g (Album 453),
very fine
£250-300

576
*Almoravid, ‘Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Madinat Fas 536h, 4.13g
(Hazard 378), very fine, rare
£600-800

572
*Almoravid, Yusuf b. Tashfin (480-500h), dinar,
Aghmat 487h, 4.10g (Hazard 59), small edge clip, otherwise
very fine to good very fine, scarce
£400-500

577
*Almoravid, Tashfin b. ‘Ali (537-540h), dinar, Madinat
Fas 538h, 4.13g (Hazard 410), good very fine with handsome
calligraphy, rare
£600-800

573
*Almoravid, ‘Ali b. Yusuf (500-537h), dinar, Aghmat
509h, 4.16g (Hazard 161), faint edge marks, struck from a
rusty obverse die, very fine/good very fine
£300-400

578
*Hudid, temp. Abu’l-Qasim Ibrahim (fl. 647-656),
anonymous dinar, without mint or date (probably struck at
Ceuta), anonymous and only citing the Abbasid caliph as al‘Abbasi Imam al-Umma and al-khalifa ibn amir almu‘minin, 4.71g (Hazard 541), good very fine and rare
£600-800

579
*Marinid, temp. Abu Yahya Abu Bakr (642-656h),
dinar, without mint or date, 4.65g (Hazard 690), centres a little weak, very fine to good very fine
£300-400

580
*Marinid, Abu Ya‘qub Yusuf (685-706h), dinar,
Madinat Sabta nd, 4.66g (Hazard 715), good very fine
£300-400

584
*Ikhshidid, Muhammad b. Tughj (323-334h), dinar,
Filastin 332h, 3.16g (Bacharach 39), good fine/fine, scarce
£200-250

585
*Ilkhshidid, Muhammad b. Tughj, dinar, Filastin 333h,
3.61g (Bacharach 42), some weak striking, almost very fine
for issue, scarce
£250-300

586
*Ikhshidid, Muhammad b. Tughj, dinar, Filastin 333h,
3.78g (Bacharach 42), fine, scarce
£200-250

581
*Hasani Sharifs, Ahmad al-Mansur (986-1012h),
dinar, Marrakush 1010h, 4.55g (Lavoix II, 1054), very fine
and scarce
£400-500
587
*Ikhshidid, Abu’l-Qasim Unujur (334-349h), dinar,
Filastin 335h, 4.16g (Bacharach 68), very fine
£250-300

582
*Tulunid, Ahmad b. Tulun (254-270h), dinar, al-Rafiqa
268h, citing Lu‘lu‘, 4.03g (Grabar 11), edge shaved, good very
fine and scarce
£300-400
588
*Ikhshidid, Abu’l-Qasim Unujur, dinar, Misr 339h,
3.43g (Bacharach 57), good very fine
£250-300

583
*Tulunid, Harun b. Khumarawayh (283-292h), dinar,
without mint-name 286h, 4.40g (Bernardi -; Grabar -), good
fine and extremely rare
£500-700

589
*Ikhshidid, Abu’l-Qasim Unujur, dinar, Filastin 346h,
4.33g (Bacharach 87), fine to good fine
£200-300

590
*Ikhshidid, ‘Ali b. al-Ikhshid (350-354h), dinar,
Filastin 351h, 3.84g (Bacharach 192), tiny edge bend, almost
extremely fine
£300-400

596
*Fatimid, al-Mahdi, dinar, no mint name (Sijilmasa) 314h,
4.11g (cf Nicol 95 [315h]), very fine and extremely rare
£700-1,000

591
*Ilkhshidid, ‘Ali b. al-Ikhshid, dinar, Filastin 353h, 2.24g
(Bacharach 193), good very fine
£250-300

597
*Fatimid, al-Mahdi, dinar, no mint name (Sijilmasa)
[3]20h, 4.18g (cf Nicol 13-14), clipped with century of date
not visible, otherwise about very fine and rare
£500-700

592
*Ikhshidid, Kafur (355-356h), dinar, Filastin 355h, 2.25g
(Bacharach 199), almost extremely fine
£300-400

598
*Fatimid, al-Mahdi, posthumous dinar, no mint name
(Sijilmasa) 326h, 4.12g (cf Nicol 137-138 [al-Qa’im]), almost
very fine and very rare
£1,000-1,500

593
*Fatimid, al-Mahdi (297-322h), dinar, al-Qayrawan
302h, 4.17g (Nicol 28), very fine and rare
£1,000-1,500
599
*Fatimid, al-Qa’im (322-334h), dinar, al-Mahdiya 330h,
4.13g (Nicol 162), plugged, good fine and rare
£400-500

594
*Fatimid, al-Mahdi, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 322h, 3.99g
(cf Nicol 51 [321h]), fair to fine and apparently unpublished,
extremely rare
£1,200-1,500

595
*Fatimid, al-Mahdi, dinar, al-Mahdiya 310h, obv., in field:
two pellets to right, rev., sanat apparently repeated in date
formula, 4.19g (cf Nicol 55), very fine and rare
£600-800

600
*Fatimid, al-Mu‘izz (341-365h), dinar, al-Mansuriya
343h, 4.03g (Nicol 391), very fine or better
£250-300

601
*Fatimid, al-Mu‘izz, dinar, no mint name (Sijilmasa type)
352h, 4.12g (Nicol 275), good very fine and well struck for
issue, scarce
£400-600

602
*Fatimid, al-Mu‘izz, half-dirham, al-Mansuriya 345h,
1.46g (Nicol 438, citing three examples), some marginal
weakness, about very fine and rare
£120-150

603
*Fatimid, al-Mu‘izz, half-dirham, al-Mansuriya 358h,
1.33g (Nicol 452), small edge chip, very fine
£80-120

604
*Fatimid, al-‘Aziz (365-386h), half-dirham, Tabariya
375h, 1.43g (Nicol 624), almost very fine, rare
£200-300

605
*Fatimid, al-‘Aziz, half-dirham, Filastin 384h, 1.58g (Nicol
693), small edge chip, almost very fine and rare £200-300

606
*Fatimid, al-‘Aziz, half-dirhams (2), Misr 381h and 382h,
1.17g (Nicol 734, 735), citing four examples of this type), good
fine to very fine, both scarce
£200-300

607
*Fatimid, al-‘Aziz, half-dirhams (2), al-Mahdiya 381h and
386h, 1.15, 1.17g (Nicol 840, 845), good fine to very fine, both
scarce
£200-300

608
*Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), dinar, al-Mahdiya 387h,
3.93g (Nicol 1208 = Qatar 2496, same dies), slipped with
losses to outer margin on each side, very fine and very rare
£600-800
Nicol records just a single specimen of this one-year type. The additional verses from the Qur‘an translate as ‘The laws of your Lord are
perfect in truth and justice and his laws cannot be changed; he is allseeing and all-knowing’ (6:115) and ‘Are they so jealous of others for
what God in his generosity has given to them? Even so We had given
the Book and the Law to Abraham’s family, and given them great
power (4:54).

609
*Fatimid, al-Hakim, dirham, al-Mahdiya 387h, legends
similar to the previous lot, 1.36g (Nicol 1273, citing two examples), flan crack, almost very fine and extremely rare
£250-300

610
*Fatimid, al-Hakim, uniface green glass weight, legends
(somewhat blundered): al-Hakim | bi-amr Allah | amir almu’minin, 2.55g, possibly a contemporary imitation, very
fine with some iridescence
£200-250

611
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Dimashq
441h, 3.54g (Nicol 1727), clipped, very fine and scarce
£800-1,000

612
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinar, Trablus 445h, 4.04g (Nicol
2000), almost extremely fine
£300-400

613
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinar, al-Mahdiya 451h, month of
Rabi‘ al-Akhar, 4.10g (Nicol 2226, citing two examples), very
fine and extremely rare
£1,500-2,000

619
*Mirdasid, Shibl al-dawla (420-429h), dinar, Halab
429h, 4.26g (cf Nicol 1704 = Kazan 730), good very fine and
extremely rare
£4,000-6,000

614
*Fatimid, al-Musta‘li (487-495h), dinar, al-Iskandariya
493h, 4.20g (Nicol 2400), good very fine, rare
£500-700

620
*Ayyubid, Saladin (567-589h), dinar, al-Qahira 572h,
3.56g (Balog 14), some edge damage, very fine and scarce
£200-300

615
*Fatimid, al-Amir (495-524h), dinar, al-Iskandariya
501h, 3.95g (Nicol 2445), good very fine
£300-400

616
*Fatimid, al-Amir, dinar, al-Mu‘izziya al-Qahira 520h,
4.20g (Nicol 2562), very fine, rare
£500-700

617
*Fatimid, al-Fa’iz (549-555h), dinar, al-Iskandariya
555h, 4.94g (Nicol 2671), about very fine, rare
£250-300

618
*Fatimid, al-‘Adid (555-567h), dinar, al-Mu‘izziya alQahira 565h, 4.89g (Nicol 2712), unit and decade of date
coarsely engraved, good very fine and rare £1,000-1,500

621
Ayyubid, ‘Uthman (589-595h), dinar, al-Iskandariya
589h, 4.28g (Balog 191); al-‘Adil I (596-615h), dinar, alIskandariya 601h, 4.22g (Balog 258); al-Kamil I (615635h), dinar, al-Qahira 6xx, 4.29g, generally very fine (3)
£500-700

622
*Ayyubid, al-Kamil I (615-635h), dinar, al-Qahira 624h,
5.66g (Balog 371), good very fine
£200-300

623
*Bahri Mamluk, ‘Ali I (655-657h), dinar, al-Qahira 657h,
4.56g (Balog 18), very fine, rare
£400-500

624
*Bahri Mamluk, Baybars I (658-676h), dinar, alIskandariya, date off flan, 4.24g (Album 880), peripheral
weakness, otherwise extremely fine
£200-250

625
*Bahri Mamluk, Lajin (696-698h), dinar, al-Qahira
[69]6h (or possibly [69]7h), 6.13g (cf Balog 162 [697h]),
about extremely fine and rare
£400-600

630
*Bahri Mamluk, Salih (752-755h), dinar, al-Qahira 754h,
6.83g (Balog 331.a), about extremely fine, rare
£500-700

Only the first part of the unit of the date is visible in the margin,
although what can be seen appears closer to sitt (‘6’) than the beginning of saba‘ (‘7’).

626
*Bahri Mamluk, Lajin, dinar, Dimashq 696h, 6.10g (Balog
-; SICA VI -), some weak striking but extremely fine and rare
£600-800

627
*Bahri Mamluk, Muhammad I, 3rd reign (709-741h),
dinar, al-Qahira 739h, 7.31g (Balog 183), good very fine
£300-400

628
*Bahri Mamluk, Hajji I (747-748h), dinar, Dimashq
748h al-Muharram, 5.37g (SICA 6, 1272ff), plugged, some
tooling, otherwise very fine, rare
£180-220

629
*Bahri Mamluk, Hasan, First Reign, (748-752h),
dinar, al-Qahira 750h, 6.36g (Balog 318), almost uncirculated
£400-600

631
*Bahri Mamluk, Hasan, Second Reign, (755-762h),
dinar, al-Qahira 761h, 4.69g (Balog 347), pierced, has been
bent and straightened, otherwise about very fine and scarce
£200-300

632
*Bahri Mamluk, Sha‘ban II (764-778h), dinar, alQahira 778h, 6.92g (Balog 408), extremely fine £400-600

633
*Bahri Mamluk, Sha‘ban II, dinar, al-Qahira, date not
visible, 7.32g (Album 955), peripheral weakness, very fine
£250-300

634
*Bahri Mamluk, Hajji II, First Reign (783-784h),
dinar, Dimashq 784h, 7.66g (Balog 514), irregular flan, very
fine, rare
£300-400

635
*Burji Mamluk, Barquq, First Reign (784-791h),
dinar, Halab 784h, 7.14g (Balog 545), small edge crimp,
almost extremely fine
£250-300

636
*Burji Mamluk, Barquq, First Reign, dinar, Halab 787h,
8.88g (Balog 547), minor weakness, good very fine
£300-400

640
*Burji Mamluk, al-Musta‘in (815h), bunduqi, Dimashq
815h, 3.58g (Balog 672), good very fine and rare
£1,000-1,500

641
*Burji Mamluk, ‘Uthman (857h, reigned for three
months), ashrafi, al-Qahira, date missing, 3.02g (Balog
755), good very fine, very rare
£500-700

642
*Burji Mamluk, al-Mu’ayyad Ahmad (865h), ashrafi,
mint and date missing, 3.40g (Balog 781), good very fine and
rare
£400-600
637
*Burji Mamluk, Barquq, First Reign (784-791h),
dinar, Dimashq 790h, 6.14g (Balog 544), slightly creased,
peripheral weakness, otherwise good very fine
£250-300

643
*Syria, Republic, gold pound, 1369h/1950m , eagle, rev.,
inscription within cartouche set on wreath, 6.76g (KM. 86),
good very fine, a one-year type
£220-250

638
*Burji Mamluk, Barquq, Second Reign (792-801h),
dinar, al-Qahira 794h, 9.61g (Balog 567), peripheral weakness, otherwise about extremely fine
£300-400

639
*Burji Mamluk, Faraj, Second Reign (809-815h), bunduqi, al-Qahira, date off flan, 3.49g (Album 978), minor
deposit, very fine
£120-150

644
*Wajihid, ‘Umar b. Yusuf (fl. 340-350h), dirham,
‘Uman 340h, obv., ‘Umar ibn Yusuf | al-Mansur, rev., dynastic name Wajih below, 4.16g (Album 1163 RRR; Oman -),
very fine and extremely rare, apparently unpublished
£600-800
This coin confirms that ‘Umar succeeded his brother Muhammad b.
Yusuf in 340h rather than 341h.

645
*Sulayhid, al-Mukarram Ahmad (473-484h), posthumous fractional dinar, Dhu Jibla [48]7h, 0.93g (SICA X, 64),
very fine
£180-220
646
Sulayhid, ‘Ali b. Muhammad (439-473h), dinar, Zabid
451h, citing the Fatimid caliph al-Mustansir, 2.43g (Album
1075.2), very fine; with other Islamic gold coins (3) comprising Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Kufa 30x; Aghlabid,
Muhammad I, dinar, 238h; Ziyarid, Mardawij b. Ziyar,
dinar, Mah al-Basra 322h, fine to very fine (4)
£400-600

647
*‘Uqaylid, Muhammad al-Musayyib (fl. 380-385h),
dirham, Nisibin 384h, 3.82g (Album 753), some weakness in
margins, almost very fine and rare
£100-150

648
*Begteginid of Irbil, Kökburi (563-630h), dinar, Irbil
628h, 3.11g (Album 1887.6), creased, fine and rare
£200-250

650
*Ottoman, Selim I (918-926h), sultani, Serez 918h, 3.48g
(Pere 122), very fine, rare
£700-1,000

651
*Ottoman, Selim I, sultani, Qustantaniya 918h, 3.43g (Pere
116), almost very fine and rare
£700-1,000

652
*Ottoman, Selim I, ashrafi, Dimashq [9]2x, similar to contemporary Mamluk issues, 3.31g (Pere 113), two small
scrapes on obverse, almost very fine and very rare
£1,500-2,000

653
*Ottoman, Suleyman I (926-974h), sultani, Amid 946h,
3.39g (Pere -), very fine and very rare with authentic year of
issue rather than accessional date
£500-700

*Ottoman, Suleyman I, sultani, Baghdad 926h, 3.46g
(Pere 159), some weak areas, very fine or better £300-400
649
*Qaramanid/Ayyubid, an Ayyubid dinar of al-Kamil I
(615-635h), al-Qahira 626h, with Qaramanid lion countermark on reverse, 4.81g (Balog 373 for undertype), coin and
countermark both very fine, rare
£600-800

655
*Ottoman, Suleyman I, sultani, Sreberniçe, date (926h)
off flan, 3.39g (Pere 190), some weak striking on both sides
and reverse off-centre, otherwise about very fine and very
rare
£700-1,00

656
*Ottoman, Suleyman I, sultani, Misr 930h, 3.35g (cf Pere
182 [931h]), about very fine, scarce
£250-300

657
*Ottoman, Suleyman I, sultani, Misr 935h, 3.50g (Artuk
1556), wavy flan, scratches in area of flat striking on
reverse, otherwise very fine and scarce
£250-300

662
*Ottoman, Murad III, sultani, Saqiz 982h, 3.44g (Pere
277), very fine or better, scarce
£300-400

663
*Ottoman, Murad III, pale gold dinar, Tilimsan 995h,
4.12g (Album 1331), very fine and scarce
£400-500

658
*Ottoman, Selim II (974-982h), sultani, Baghdad 974h,
3.43g (Pere 229 var.), very fine
£300-400

664
*Ottoman, Mehmed III (1003-1012h), sultani, Baghdad
1003h, 3.44g (Pere 314), some peripheral weakness, almost
very fine and rare
£700-1,000

659
*Ottoman, Selim II, sultani, Quchaniya 974h, 3.47g (Pere
236), very fine, scarce
£300-400

665
*Ottoman, Mehmed IV (1058-1099h), sultani, Trablus
Gharb 1078h, 3.41g (Pere 449), weak areas of striking on
both sides, fine to good fine, rare
£250-300

660
*Ottoman, Murad III (982-1003), sultani, Jaza‘ir 982h,
3.47g (Pere 264), very fine to good very fine
£250-300

666
*Ottoman, Osman III (1168-1171h), 3-findik, Islambol
1168, mint-mark jim, 9.50g (Pere 590), good very fine and
with no visible traces of mounting, very rare thus
£2,000-3,000
661
*Ottoman, Murad III, sultani, Nakhjawan, date (982h) not
legible, 3.45g, almost very fine and extremely rare
£1,000-1,500
Nakhjawan, on the border of modern Armenia and Azerbaijan, is an
extremely rare Ottoman mint.

667
*Ottoman, Abdul Mejid (1255-1277h), gold 100-qurush,
Misr 1255, year 15, 8.37g (Pere 881), good very fine
£300-400

668
Miscellaneous Islamic coins (about 295), in silver/billon
(about 200) and base metal (about 95), mainly Ottoman
issues, some pierced, mixed grades (about 295) £300-500
674
*‘Alid of Tabaristan, al-Hasan b. Zayd, dirham, Amul
254h, obv., al-Da‘i illa al-haqq, rev., ruler’s name below,
2.73g (Album 1523), about extremely fine and rare, especially in this condition
£200-300
669
*Saffarid, ‘Amr b. al-Layth (265-288h), dirham,
Naysabur 269h, citing Mansur (b. Shurkub), 3.36g (Album
1402A), very fine
£120-150
675
*Su‘lukid, Ahmad b. ‘Ali (fl. 304-311h), dinar, alMuhammadiya 308h, 4.14g (Bernardi 261Mh; Miles 152
var.), some weak striking in margin, about very fine
£180-220
670
*Saffarid, ‘Amr b. al-Layth (265-288h), double dirham,
Naysabur 284h, 5.99g (Album 1402N; Vasmer 66), good very
fine and rare
£300-400
676
*Afshinid Amir of Usrushana, Siyar b. ‘Abdallah (fl.
270-280h), fals, Surushana 279h (sic, without initial alif in
mint-name), rev., with governor’s name in field and
patronymic in margin, 2.83g (Album 1477U RRR), dark patination, fine to good fine and very rare
£150-200
671
*Saffarid, ‘Amr b. al-Layth, double dirham, Naysabur
284h, similar to the last, 5.76g (Vasmer 66), faint edge
marks, very fine and rare
£250-300

672
*Saffarid, ‘Amr b. al-Layth, dirham, Andaraba 286h, citing Hamdan, 3.13g (SNAT XIVc, 59, same obverse die),
reverse stained, fair to fine and rare
£80-120

673
*Khujistanid, Ahmad b. ‘Abdallah (fl. 261-268h), double dirham, Madinat Harat 268h, broad flan with long
inscriptions in fields, 5.95g (Album 1396 RRR), some marginal weakness, otherwise good very fine and toned, very
rare of this mint
£300-400

Siyar b. ‘Abdallah was ousted by the Samanid Isma‘il b. Ahmad in
280h (see following lot).

677
*Samanid, Isma‘il b. Ahmad (279-295h), fals,
Usrushana 280h, 4.27g, about very fine and rare £100-150

678
*Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad (301-331h), dirham, alMuhammadiya 330h, with Nasr min lillah – wa fath qarib in
tiny letters above and below obverse field, 3.03g (Miles, Rayy
170B), some weak striking, good fine and rare
£300-400

679
*Buwayhid, Rukn al-dawla, dinar, Madinat al-Salam
350h, 4.18g (Treadwell Ms350G, citing a single example),
almost very fine and rare
£200-250
680
Buwayhid dirhams (10), comprising Arrajan 336h;
Jannaba 343h; Jiruft 381h; Siraf 348h; Shiraz 345h, 355h,
361h, 404h; al-Muhammadiya 361h, 363h, mainly very fine
(10)
£150-200
681
Buwayhid, Baha al-dawla, pale gold dinar, Suq al-Ahwaz
398h, 3.98g (Treadwell Su398G), crude, very fine; with miscellaneous Buwayhid silver (14) comprising Arrajan 348h,
356h, 358h, 365h, 366h; Tustur min al-Ahwaz 339h; Suq min
al-Ahwaz 343h (chipped); Fars 338h; Shiraz 404h, 405h,
418h (ex-mount); Mah al-Kufa 364h, 391h; unread (1), in
envelopes with identifications, fine to very fine (15)
£200-300

685
*Ghaznavid, Muhammad b. Mahmud (421h), dinar,
Ghazna 419h (sic), apparently a muling with an old obverse
die of Mahmud, rev., naming Muhammad as Jalal al-dawla
wa jamal al-milla Abu Ahmad Muhammad b. Mahmud,
4.39g (Album 1616 RR), very fine, rare
£180-220

686
*Atabegs of Fars, Mankubars (c.524-533h), dinar,
Shiraz 529h, 2.89g (Album 1923), crude, good fine and rare
£250-300

687
*Sufid, temp. Yusuf (774-781h), gold fractional dinar,
Khwarizm 775h 1.12g (Album A2066), very fine and scarce
£180-220

682
*Buwayhid, Baha al-dawla, dirham, Kazirun 401h, concentric circle or ‘bull’s-eye’ type, 2.78g (Treadwell Kz401,
same rev. die), flan faults, fine and rare
£200-300
683
Ghaznavid, Mahmud (389-421h), dinar, Harat 419h,
3.84g (Album 1607); Mas‘ud (421-431h), dinars (2), Harat
425h and with mint and date unclear, 2.90, 3.93g (Album
1619), good fine to very fine (3)
£300-400

684
*Ghaznavid, Mahmud, dirham, Balkh 397h, obv., with
elaborate calligraphy including the name of the caliph alQadir within horseshoe-shaped lam-alifs in field, 3.63g
(SNAT XIVc 389), uneven striking, almost very fine for issue
and rare
£150-200

688
*Sarbadarid, temp. ‘Ali Mu’ayyad (763-786h), gold
half-mithqal, Sabzawar 763h, 1.99g (Album 2340 R), very
fine and scarce
£150-200
689
Musha‘sha‘, Fallah b. al-Muhsin (fl. 905-906h), silver
half-tanka, 907h (apparently an unpublished date), 2.06g
(Album 2565 RR), off-centre, about very fine and rare;
Ilkhanid, temp. Hulagu/Abaqa, dirham, Isfarayin nd, alQa‘an al-‘Adil type (Album 2136), almost very fine;
Muzaffarid, Shah Shuja‘ (759-786h), silver dinar,
Aydhaj 763h (Album 2282.2), good very fine (3) £120-150
690
Afsharid, ‘Adil Shah (1160-1161h), double rupi,
Mashhad 1161h, 23.19g (Farahbakhsh 246), good fine; Shah
Rukh (1161-1163h), double rupi, Mashhad 1162h, 23.34g
(Farahbakhsh 266), flan crack, almost very fine; Nadir
Shah (1148-1160h), rupi, Tabriz 1157 (Album 2744.1), very
fine (3)
£200-300

691
*Qajar, Agha Muhammad Khan (1193-1211h), half-toman, Isbahan 1207h, 3.97g (KM 615.1), ex-mount, otherwise good
very fine
£140-160
692
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah (1212-1250h), toman, Shiraz 1233h, some weak striking, good very fine; Safavid, Sultan Husayn
(1105-1135h), rectangular 5-shahi, Tiflis 1129h (Album 2677.2); Afsharid, Shah Rukh, First Reign (1161-1163h), double rupi, Mashhad 1163h (Album 2773); Anonymous, civic copper issues (2) of Rasht and Tehran (Album 3257, 3269), very
fine to good very fine (5)
£300-400
693
Islamic lead seals (5), including three similar pieces with obvs., ard | Ba‘labakk ‘Territory of Ba‘albek’, revs., Muhammad |
unread name, generally fine (5)
£150-200

694
*A greenish-yellow glass roundel, uncertain date, depicting a peacock advancing right with a worm or snake in its beak,
32mm, 9.21g, good very fine and attractive
£200-300
Ex CNG sale XXIX, 30 March 1994, lot 1736, where assigned to ‘Near East, Persian through Turkish periods.’

695
*Coin bracelet: A gold bracelet comprising three ring-mounted Umayyad dinars, dated 82h, 96h and 97h, alternating with
three Egyptian-style scarabs set in openwork mounts (two carnelians, the other pale blue with hieroglyphs on the base), each
element separated by two strands of gold chain with five links; with a longer single chain at the end terminating in a ringmounted Ayyubid dinar of Saladin (al-Qahira 574h), this fair to fine, the other coins generally very fine, an attractive and
wearable piece
£1,000-1,500
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Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton &
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers
is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers
displayed in the saleroom and available from
Morton & Eden Ltd ;
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity
Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's
announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton &
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest
in a lot.
2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting
or considering making a bid, including
Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer,
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding
as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale,
including their agent, or executors;
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd.,
auctioneers, 45 Maddox Street, London W1S
2PE, company number 4198353.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from
the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price
at the rates set out in the Important
Information for Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the
auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s
Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller
has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT,
where applicable.
3. Examination of Lots
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly
dependent on information provided by the
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot
is available for examination before sale.
Bidders are responsible for carrying out
examinations and research before sale to
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots
and accuracy of descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling
price or value of the lot and may be revised
from time to time at M&E’s absolute
discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability
to Buyers
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E
nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any
oral or written information provided to
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders
and any implied warranties and conditions are
excluded (save in so far as such obligations
cannot be excluded by English law), other than
the express warranties given by the Seller to
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely
responsible) under the Conditions of Business
for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise)
by M&E in connection with the conduct of
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall
be liable for any indirect or consequential
losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for
death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the
Seller.
5. Bidding at Auction
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse
admission to the auction. Before sale,
Bidders must complete a Registration Form
and supply such information and references
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally
liable for their bid and are jointly and
severally liable with their principal, if
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior
and express consent must be obtained).
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute
absentee written bids provided that they are,
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient
time and in legible form.
(c) When available, written and telephone
bidding is offered as a free service at the
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone
bidding may be recorded.
6. Import, Export and Copyright
Restrictions
M&E and the Seller make no representations
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing
of their personal information and to the
disclosure of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per
Condition 9(i).
12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts
shall remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after
the date of the relevant auction, is for the
benefit of the Buyer only and is nontransferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded
with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing
within one (1) month of receiving any
information that causes the Buyer to
question the authenticity or attribution of the
Property, specifying the lot number,

date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in
the Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.
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